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ABSTRACT

A constitutive relationship was used to model the cyclic material response of damping test samples in separate bending and torsion configurations. This was done in order to better understand variations in reported values of damping for materials possessing strain dependent characteristics. The constitutive equations are based on a model of shape memory alloy stress-strain behavior and have been adapted especially for the study of nonlinear hysteresis and the problem of strain dependent damping. Experimental measurements and analytical material response analyses of separate bending and torsion test samples indicated that when the damping of a single nonlinear material is plotted against the one-dimensional local strain of the sample, results are produced which are difficult to compare. However, when the same results are plotted against an invariant measure of three-dimensional distortion the means by which one may compare the data is more straightforward. Also, the approach allows for a quantitative comparison of the damping at a material point to the overall damping. The method can be applied to any homogeneous isotropic nonlinear damping material.
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INTRODUCTION

In addition to add-on damping techniques currently being used in the Navy, material damping is being investigated as a potential means of further reducing machine vibration, noise, and sound emission in seafaring vessels. Ideally a high damping structural material provides a sufficient amount of both stiffness and damping so as to be used as a sole machine part or vibrating element without added treatments. Such materials are most useful for oscillating parts or elements that cannot be damped by conventional external treatments. Also these materials can be useful in situations where heat or other environmental factors (e.g. moisture, corrosion) have to be considered. This approach is also useful in damping longitudinal vibrations which cannot be effectively controlled by external treatments.
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Because high stiffness and strength are required in many important applications, metals which possess a large inherent damping capacity have been extensively sought [1,2]. Some specific applications include gears and gear webs, pump casings, engine parts, propellers, and others (see [1]). High damping metals are also used as plug inserts and cladding, and such applications can provide a reduction of resonant amplification factors as well as the attenuation of ringing [1].

Generally "high damping" in metal is a measured peak loss factor or phase lag with a value of $10^{-2}$ or higher. Indeed many alloy compositions have been studied and found to possess such levels of damping (e.g. see [3-8]). Mechanisms which give rise to damping in metals include: movement of point defects, dislocations or domain walls. These effects give rise to macroscopic hysteresis and thus damping. The damping capacity of high damping metals is strain dependent because the primary damping mechanisms function over a finite strain range. Such effects give rise to a well defined peak in the plot of measured damping vs. specimen strain amplitude. Examples of magnetostrictive metallic materials exhibiting strain-dependent damping are given in Fig. 1. This type of response is termed "nonlinear" because the measured damping capacity varies with specimen strain amplitude.

A generalized stress-strain diagram corresponding to a relatively large category of nonlinear damping mechanisms is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note from this figure that the damping mechanism is activated near a critical stress $\sigma_c$ and becomes saturated at a strain of $\varepsilon_0$. This type of hysteretic response can be associated with a number of nonlinear anelastic damping mechanisms. For example, in dislocation breakaway a minimum stress is required to force dislocations over nearby pinning points during loading. Upon unloading the elastic strain energy stored in the lattice of the material may be sufficient to move the dislocations back to their original positions. The net effect of this process is an elastic response with internal friction.

Other nonlinear anelastic damping mechanisms include the movement of mobile domain boundaries. Ferromagnetic domain walls, twin boundaries, antiferromagnetic domain walls, and phase domain walls fall into this category. Usually, a finite amount of stress ($\sigma_c$) is required to
initiate this type of mechanism, i.e. a specific amount of stress is required to overcome an energy barrier so that the boundaries may move. Release of the applied stress subsequently causes the mechanism to act in reverse because the elastic strain energy stored in the material is sufficient to move the boundaries back across the energy barrier. Again the net effect is an elastic response with energy dissipation due to internal friction. Also, these mechanisms may become saturated at a limiting value of strain. For example, the magnetic domains in high damping ferromagnetic alloys are arranged in a randomly oriented pattern when the material is unstressed. However, upon application of a uniaxial stress the domains change their orientation and tend to align themselves in the direction of loading as the stress is increased. Once these domains become fully aligned any further stress cannot cause relative motion of the domains and the mechanism is said to be saturated. The amount of energy that can be dissipated by this type of damping mechanism is therefore limited to a fixed value for cyclic strain amplitudes greater than the limiting value of strain corresponding to saturation ($\varepsilon_s$).

The data obtained for a single strain dependent material in varied test configurations is often difficult to compare because of the inherent strain distributions that arise from the loading. Data from separate bending and torsion tests [3] given in Fig. 3 shows this effect; indeed the results indicate that the torsional tests produce significantly higher values of damping for common levels of peak sample strain. Also, the damping rises more steeply with peak sample strain in the torsion test. However it is important to note that the strains on the abscissa are shear strains in the case of torsional data and axial strains in the case of bending data and these separate strains are not equivalent; indeed axial strains give a measure of length change while shear strains refer to the distortion of right angles. This is an important aspect of the problem which will be discussed in the analysis section of this paper.

Strain dependent materials are, at best, difficult to model analytically because of their nonlinear characteristics. Early work in this area concentrated on evaluating the damping of members by combining material energy absorbing properties with geometric and stress distribution factors [9,10]. Another approach is to use a constitutive law which describes
nonlinear material behavior and hysteresis at a point, and this approach will be used here. Many such laws exist (e.g. see [11,12]), but these are usually specific to postyielding viscoplastic behavior and large strain levels. In this paper a proposed constitutive law [13,14] for the stress-strain behavior of shape memory alloys is adapted to the case of nonlinear damping. The equations of this law were applied to the cases of simple uniaxial tension-compression and shear loading of materials. Solid geometries of beam and shaft test samples in bending and torsion were also considered. The strain dependent nature of each test configuration was computed, and because this behavior was of primary interest, temperature and frequency effects were not considered.

**ANALYSIS**

A three-dimensional constitutive law of hysteretic material behavior was employed so that a useful study of strain dependent damping could be made. This law is based on the three dimensional generalization [14] of a one-dimensional model of shape memory alloy (SMA) stress-strain behavior [13], where the extension from one to three dimensions follows a method originally developed by Prager [15] (for a detailed development regarding this extension method see [16,17,14]). This choice of modeling schemes was pursued because the hysteretic response of superelastic SMA's is very similar in character to that of high damping metals (see Fig. 2), except that the stress and strain levels are different by many orders of magnitude. This does not prevent the use of the constitutive law, however, as long as the material properties of the law can be scaled to accommodate the lower stress and strain levels associated with the dissipative mechanisms of the damping material.

The constitutive law is for homogeneous and isotropic material behavior and is based upon a separation of strain and strain rate into elastic and inelastic components:

\[ \varepsilon_{ij} = \varepsilon_{ij}^{el} + \varepsilon_{ij}^{in} \quad (1a) \]

\[ \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij} = \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij}^{el} + \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij}^{in} \quad (1b) \]
Here an overhead dot represents differentiation with respect to time. Thus $\epsilon_{ij}$ and $\dot{\epsilon}_{ij}$ are the three-dimensional tensors of strain and strain rate, and the superscripts "el" and "in" designate the respective elastic and inelastic components of each. The elastic component follows directly from the theory of isotropic elasticity [17]:

$$\dot{\epsilon}_{ij}^{el} = \frac{1+\nu}{E} \sigma_{ij} - \frac{\nu}{E} \sigma_{kk} \delta_{ij}$$

(2)

where $\sigma_{ij}$ is the stress tensor, $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta, and where $E$ and $\nu$ are the elastic material constants.

The basic equations for the evolution of inelastic strain were taken from the previously cited model of shape memory alloy behavior. In this model the growth of inelastic strain is a function of a backstress tensor $b_{ij}$, which is a variable that accounts for internal stress fields in the material, as described by the following set of equations:

$$\dot{\epsilon}_{ij}^{in} = \sqrt{3K_2} \left( \sqrt{3I_2} \right)^{n-1} \left[ \frac{s_{ij} - b_{ij}}{\sigma_c} \right]$$

(3)

$$b_{ij} = \frac{2}{3} E \alpha \left[ \epsilon_{ij}^{in} + \frac{\nu}{2} \frac{\epsilon_{ij}}{\sqrt{3I_2}} \text{erf} \left( \frac{2^a \sqrt{3I_2}}{3} \left[ u \left[ -I_2 \right] \right] \right) \right]$$

(4)

Here $\epsilon_{ij}$, $s_{ij}$, and $b_{ij}$ are the deviatoric tensors of strain, stress and backstress respectively; the difference $s_{ij} - b_{ij}$ is often referred to as the effective stress. The quantities $I_2$, $J_2$, and $K_2$ are the second order invariants of the deviatoric tensors of strain, dimensionless effective stress, and strain rate, respectively; these quantities are defined below:

$$\epsilon_{ij} = \epsilon_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \epsilon_{kk} \delta_{ij} \quad I_2 = \frac{1}{2} \epsilon_{ij} \epsilon_{ij} \quad K_2 = \frac{1}{2} \dot{\epsilon}_{ij} \dot{\epsilon}_{ij}$$

$$s_{ij} = \sigma_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \sigma_{kk} \delta_{ij}$$

$^1 \delta_{ij} = 1$ if $i=j$, $\delta_{ij} = 0$ if $i \neq j$, $i,j=1,2,3$
Thus the growth of inelastic strain is a function of stress, backstress, and strain rate. Also, note here that plus sign appearing with the radical sign of the square root of the invariants in Eqs. (3)-(4) indicates that the square root, once taken, is to be positive (i.e. the absolute value of the square root). The tensor $e_{ij}$ is known as the distortional component of strain because, by definition, it subtracts the dilatational component of deformation out of the strain tensor $e_{ij}$. Therefore, $I_2$ represents a measure of volumetric distortion that is invariant with respect to coordinate transformations, and this will be an important quantity in the forthcoming discussion.

The material constants in Eqs. (2)-(4) are:

- $E$: Young's extensional elastic modulus
- $v$: Poisson ratio of elastic material
- $\sigma_c$: minimum axial stress necessary to activate the damping mechanism
- $\alpha$: constant which determines the slope of the inelastic region
  \[ \alpha = \frac{E_y}{(E - E_y)}, \]  where $E_y$ is the inelastic slope
- $n$: constant controlling the sharpness of transition from elastic to inelastic behavior
- $f_T$: constant controlling the size of the hysteresis loop
- $a$: constant controlling the amount of elastic recovery during unloading

Also, Eqs. (3) and (4) contain two special functions: the error function, $\text{erf}(\cdot)$, and the unit step function, $\{u(\cdot)\}$. Simply stated the purpose of the error and unit step functions contained in Eq. (4) is to allow for the recovery of accumulated inelastic strain during unloading, and thus simulate the unique behavior of superelastic materials [13,14].

Let us take a moment to explain the role of the inelastic response in the modeling of strain dependent damping. The inelastic component of strain is responsible for the dissipation of energy that takes place in cyclic loading. Equations (1)-(4) have been used to represent the macroscopic stress-strain behavior of shape memory alloys, and especially superelastic materials [13,14]. The hysteretic character of superelasticity is macroscopically similar to that of nonlinear anelasticity except that the respective stress and strain levels of each type of response
are different by many orders of magnitude. Therefore, the inelastic response governed by Eqs. (3)-(4) can be used to represent the macroscopic effect of a nonlinear anelastic damping mechanism.

By using Eqs. (1)-(4), a number of special cases can be considered. First let us consider the cases of uniaxial tension-compression and pure shear loading. The state of uniaxial loading (superscript \( u \)) is described by:

\[
\varepsilon_{ij}^u = \begin{bmatrix} \varepsilon & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\mu \varepsilon & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -\mu \varepsilon \end{bmatrix}, \quad \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij}^u = \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\varepsilon} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\rho \dot{\varepsilon} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -\rho \dot{\varepsilon} \end{bmatrix}, \quad \sigma_{ij}^u = \begin{bmatrix} \sigma & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \rho_{ij}^u = \begin{bmatrix} \beta & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

Here \( \varepsilon, \sigma, \) and \( \beta \) are the axial strain, stress, and backstress in the \( x \) direction of Cartesian space, respectively. Also the lateral strain and strain rate induced by the Poisson effect (\(-\mu \varepsilon \) and \(-\rho \dot{\varepsilon} \)) are associated with the coefficients \( \mu \) and \( \rho \) respectively. Strictly speaking, \( \mu \) and \( \rho \) are neither constant nor equal due to the nonlinear effect induced by the damping mechanism. In order to evaluate these coefficients the lateral strain and strain rate are decomposed into elastic and inelastic parts and we will assume that volume changes induced by axial loading are associated only with elastic deformation. Thus the inelastic part of the strain and strain rate are associated with incompressible behavior as is done in the theories of plasticity and viscoplasticity [17]. This assumption is plausible since the damping mechanisms involve movement of dislocations, point defects, domain walls, or polymer chains none of which induce a change in volume. Using this assumption, the elastic component of the lateral strain is related to the elastic axial strain by the elastic Poisson ratio \( \nu \), and the inelastic component is related to the axial inelastic strain by the Poisson coefficient of incompressible deformation (which is 0.5); therefore \(-\mu \varepsilon \approx -\nu \varepsilon^{el} - 0.5 \varepsilon^{in} \). Similarly, the lateral strain rate is \(-\rho \dot{\varepsilon} \approx -\nu \dot{\varepsilon}^{el} - 0.5 \dot{\varepsilon}^{in} \). Using these relations it can be shown (Appendix A) that \( \mu \) and \( \rho \) are:

\[
\mu = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \right) \frac{1}{\frac{1}{2} - \nu} \sigma
\]
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Thus \( \mu \) and \( \rho \) are clearly variable coefficients which are not necessarily equal to each other.

For the conditions of pure shear loading (superscript \( s \)) we have:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & \gamma & 0 \\
\gamma & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix} \quad \begin{bmatrix}
0 & \gamma & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix} \quad \begin{bmatrix}
0 & \tau & 0 \\
\tau & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix} \quad \begin{bmatrix}
0 & \xi & 0 \\
\xi & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Here \( \gamma \) and \( \dot{\gamma} \) are the engineering shear strain and strain rate, \( \tau \) is the shear stress, and \( \xi \) is the shear backstress in the \( xy \) plane of Cartesian space.

By using the appropriate stress, backstress, and strain tensors, as well as their respective deviators and associated invariants, Eqs. (1)-(4) produce the following uniaxial equations:

\[
\dot{\sigma} = E \left[ \dot{\varepsilon} - \frac{2(1+\rho)}{3} |\dot{\varepsilon}| \left[ \frac{\sigma - \beta}{\sigma_c^{n-1}} \left[ \frac{\sigma - \beta}{\sigma_c} \right] \right] \right]
\]

\[
\beta = E \alpha \left[ \varepsilon - \frac{\sigma}{E} + f_T \text{erf} \left( \frac{2(1+\mu)}{3} \varepsilon \right) \{u(-\varepsilon\dot{\varepsilon})\} \right]
\]

If the behavior is only a small departure from elasticity then \( \mu = \rho = \nu \); conversely if a condition of strain and strain rate exists where inelastic behavior dominates and where \( \sigma/\varepsilon < E \) and \( \text{d}\sigma/\text{d}\varepsilon < E \) then the response is essentially incompressible with \( \mu = \rho = .5 \). Now, since \( \mu \) and \( \rho \) appear only in terms associated with inelastic strain, the previous equations can be simplified by setting both Poisson coefficients equal to 0.5. This does not greatly affect the numerical results since these terms will be significant only in the inelastic region (i.e. when \( \sigma/\varepsilon \leq \varepsilon \)). Thus we obtain:

\[
\dot{\sigma} = E \left[ \dot{\varepsilon} - |\dot{\varepsilon}| \left[ \frac{\sigma - \beta}{\sigma_c^{n-1}} \left[ \frac{\sigma - \beta}{\sigma_c} \right] \right] \right]
\]

\[
\beta = E \alpha \left[ \varepsilon - \frac{\sigma}{E} + f_T \text{erf}(ae) \{u(-\varepsilon\dot{\varepsilon})\} \right]
\]
For the case of pure shear loading the governing differential equations are:

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = G \left( \dot{\gamma} - |\dot{\gamma}| \left( \frac{\tau - \xi}{\tau_c} \right)^{n-1} \right)
\]

(7)

\[
\tau = \frac{E\alpha}{3} \left[ \gamma - \frac{\tau}{G} + \sqrt{\frac{\alpha}{\tau_c}} \text{erf} \left( \frac{\sqrt{\frac{\alpha}{\tau_c}}}{\sqrt{3}} \right) \{u(-\gamma\dot{\gamma})\} \right]
\]

(8)

where

\[
G = \frac{E}{2(1 + \nu)} \quad \text{is the elastic shear modulus}
\]

\[
\tau_c = \frac{\alpha}{\sqrt{3}} \quad \text{is the shear stress whereupon the damping mechanism is activated}
\]

Note that \(\tau_c\) falls out of the formulation automatically in a manner that is consistent with the theory of maximum distortional strain energy [18]. This is because Eq. (3) is dependent on the stress gradient of a potential function [14,16] that contains a Bingham type condition for the onset of the inelastic damping mechanism.

As noted before, the damping mechanisms become saturated at an axial strain of \(\varepsilon_0\). This differs from SMA hysteretic behavior and therefore the model must be modified. The modification consists of specifying that the growth of inelastic strain be stopped at a saturation limit beyond which linear elastic behavior once again takes place. To do this the second term in Eq. (5) is multiplied by the unit step function \(\{u(\varepsilon_0 - |\varepsilon|)\}\). At levels where \(\varepsilon < \varepsilon_0\), \(\{u(\varepsilon_0 - |\varepsilon|)\} = 1\) and inelastic growth of strain may proceed, but when \(\varepsilon \geq \varepsilon_0\), \(\{u(\varepsilon_0 - |\varepsilon|)\} = 0\) and continued loading beyond \(\varepsilon_0\) is elastic. Similarly, for saturation of damping mechanisms in shear the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (7) is multiplied by \(\{u(\gamma_0 - |\gamma|)\}\), where \(\gamma_0\) is the shear strain of saturation.

Since we are modeling materials which are both homogeneous and isotropic, the saturation process in more general three-dimensional loadings can be represented by a value of the invariant \(I_2\) which is determined from either \(\varepsilon_0\) or \(\gamma_0\); we will call this value \(I_{20}\). Thus
saturation is determined by a specific amount of distortion, and the unit step functions \( \{u(\varepsilon_0 - \varepsilon)\} \) and \( \{u(\gamma_0 - \gamma)\} \) can be obtained from \( \{u(\sqrt{\lambda_{12}} - \sqrt{\lambda_{12}})\} \).

To summarize, the equations that are set forth to represent the respective three dimensional, axial, and shear responses of nonlinear anelastic materials are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
3D: & \quad \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij} = \sqrt{3K_2} \left( \sqrt{\lambda_{12}} \right)^{n-1} \left[ \frac{s_{ij} - b_{ij}}{\sigma_c} \right] \left\{ u(\sqrt{3I_{12}} - \sqrt{3I_{12}}) \right\} \\
& \quad b_{ij} = \frac{2}{3} E \alpha \left[ \varepsilon_{ij}^{in} + f_T \frac{\varepsilon_{ij}}{2\sqrt{3I_{12}}} \operatorname{erf} \left( \frac{2a}{\sqrt{3I_{12}}} \right) \left\{ u[-I_{12}] \right\} \right] \\
Axial: & \quad \sigma = E \left[ \varepsilon - |\varepsilon| \right] \left[ \frac{\sigma - \beta}{\sigma_c} \right]^{n-1} \left\{ u(\varepsilon_0 - |\varepsilon|) \right\} \\
& \quad \beta = E \alpha \left[ \varepsilon - \frac{\sigma}{E} + f_T \operatorname{erf}(\alpha \varepsilon) \left\{ u(-\varepsilon) \right\} \right] \\
Shear: & \quad \dot{\gamma} = G \left[ \dot{\gamma} - |\dot{\gamma}| \right] \left[ \frac{\tau - \xi}{\tau_c} \right]^{n-1} \left\{ u(\gamma_0 - |\gamma|) \right\} \\
& \quad \xi = \frac{E \alpha}{3} \left[ \gamma - \frac{\tau}{G} + \sqrt{3} f_T \operatorname{erf} \left( \frac{a\gamma}{\sqrt{3}} \right) \left\{ u(-\gamma) \right\} \right] \\
\end{align*}
\]

where
\[
\gamma_0 = \frac{2(1 + \nu)}{\sqrt{3}} \varepsilon_0 \quad \text{is strain limiting inelastic growth in shear}
\]

The hysteresis loops associated with axial and shear behavior are produced by numerical integration of Eqs. (11)-(12) and (13)-(14), and by specifying a sinusoidal history of strain input with amplitudes of \( \varepsilon_p \) in the axial case and \( \gamma_p \) in the shear case (Appendices B and C). These amplitudes were specified to be greater than the saturation strains so that the full character of the predicted response could be plotted. The results of calculations for the axial and shear loading conditions are given in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. Both figures possess the same characteristics:
elastic behavior dominates in the region of the origin as well as outside the limiting strain, and a hysteresis loop is manifested in the full cycle of strain application. The area enclosed by the hysteresis loop represents the energy absorbed by the material per cycle of oscillation, and this quantity is denoted as $\Delta W$. An elastic modulus of $E = 28.5 \times 10^6$ psi and saturation strain of $\varepsilon_0 = 0.0001$ were selected based on the elastic modulus and approximate strain of peak damping in Fe-Cr alloys (see Fig. 1). The remaining material constants used in the calculations which generated Figs. 4 and 5 were not selected to reproduce the behavior of any specified damping material; rather they were selected to approximate a typical pattern of hysteresis in nonlinear damping materials and to permit investigative analyses. It should be noted that the numerical results generated by the constitutive equations were obtained by Runge-Kutta fourth order integration, and these results for the material response were strain rate independent. Also the elastic and inelastic material properties (i.e. $E$, $E_y$, and $\sigma$) are accurately reproduced in numerical calculations [14].

By having numerical results of the type just presented, we can now compute the damping according to the definition of the loss factor, $\eta$, defined as

$$\eta = \frac{\Delta W}{2\pi W}$$

(15)

where $\Delta W$ is defined as given above, and $W$ is a measure of stored energy most often selected as

$$W = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_{\text{max}} \sigma \left|_{\varepsilon_{\text{max}}} \right.$$ 

(16)

By using Eqs. (11)-(12) and (13)-(14) in calculations for the cyclic material response over a range of peak axial and shear strains, and computing the loss factor associated with each peak strain according to Eqs. (15) and (16), the general character of the damping vs. strain diagram of nonlinear materials was produced (computer algorithms are given in Appendices D and E); this
is shown in Fig. 6. Note that both curves possess the characteristic damping peak associated with nonlinear damping materials.

However, the separate curves in Fig. 6 representing axial and shear loading differ significantly with respect to one another, and this can make the results difficult to interpret. In an effort to understand these results, the amount of energy absorbed in each loading configuration was evaluated. The amount of energy absorbed is plotted as a function of peak strain in Fig. 7. Above the respective axial and shear saturation strains the amount of energy absorbed by the material is essentially the same for both loading configurations, their difference being less than 1%. Therefore the difference in the character of the two separate responses must be due to other factors.

It turns out that the plots given in both Figs. 6 and 7 are misleading because the abscissa of these figures represents values of strain associated with separate axial and shear loading conditions, and the strains associated with these separate conditions are not equivalent. Since damping is a material property, it is desirable to plot strain dependent material damping values using a measure that will unify the curves from separate tests. Such a method would also provide a basis by which to present and compare damping data for a variety of materials.

Therefore another measure of deformation equivalent to both types of loading needs to be employed. One such possibility is to use a measure of distortion rather than strain. Let us define an equivalent strain $\bar{\varepsilon}$ as follows:

$$\bar{\varepsilon} = \sqrt{3I_2}$$

(17)

This measure is similar to the effective plastic strain in plastically deforming materials [17]. It is clear that $\bar{\varepsilon}$ has a physical meaning that is independent of the choice of coordinate axes since it is based on the invariant $I_2$, which is the second invariant of the deviatoric strain $e_{ij}$. Therefore $\bar{\varepsilon}$ is an invariant measure of distortion.
By considering the separate conditions of axial and shear loading, and by taking the variable Poisson coefficient to be the elastic constant $\nu$ for axial case, the equivalent strains for each condition are:

\begin{align*}
\varepsilon^u &= (1 + \nu) \varepsilon \quad \text{(uniaxial loading)} \\
\varepsilon^s &= \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \gamma \quad \text{(shear loading)}
\end{align*}

Using the peak equivalent strains of axial and shear loading in place of the peak strains used in Figs. 6 and 7 produces a more consistent pattern of results. This is shown in Fig. 8 where the energy absorbed as a function of $\varepsilon$ is in very good agreement along the entire abscissa for both cases. In Fig. 9 the loss factors of the axial and shear loading cases are also plotted against the peak equivalent strain. Even though the peaks of the separate curves are not of equal magnitude the results in this figure are now very similar; indeed the rise and fall of each curve follow the same trend and the peak of each damping curve occurs at approximately the same level of distortion.

The peak of the loss factor curve for shear loading is slightly higher than the peak of the axial loss factor curve due to a smaller value of stored energy in the shear loading case. This is another complication that arises from the nonlinear nature of the of the stress-strain material response and (for equal amounts of distortion) causes the value of peak shear stress to be lower than the peak axial stress. Consequently, at equal levels of distortion, the measure of stored energy (Eq. (17)) will be larger in axial loading than in shear and this will cause the loss modulus in shear to be greater than the loss modulus in axial loading.

Bending and torsion are common configurations in which to measure damping. The solid beam has length $L$ and rectangular cross-section of width $b$ and thickness $h$. Although the stress-strain response is nonlinear we can consider both cases in a simple fashion because the response takes place in a manner which gives symmetric behavior for positive and negative strains. When considering bending and torsion problems with pronounced plastic deformation
and nonsymmetrical stress-strain responses, then special considerations must be made when computing the acting moments [17].

Schematic illustrations of bending and torsion are shown in Fig. 10. The torsional solid shaft has length $L$ and circular cross-section of radius $R$. Note that the strain profiles in each geometry are linear, passing through zero at the position of the neutral axis of the beam and starting at zero at the center of the shaft. Also note that $\varepsilon_p$ is the value of the axial strain at the beam surface while $\gamma_p$ is the value of the engineering shear strain at the shaft surface. The angles $\theta$ and $\phi$ are the curvature of the bending beam and the angle of twist of the shaft respectively. Because the problems under consideration involve only small strain, the following simple relations can be used to compute the moments and angular displacements for the beam and shaft geometries respectively:

\[
M = -\int_{A} y \sigma \, dA \quad \text{and} \quad \theta = \frac{2\varepsilon_p L}{h} \quad \text{(beam)}
\]

\[
T = \int_{A} r \tau \, dA \quad \text{and} \quad \phi = \frac{\gamma_p L}{R} \quad \text{(shaft)}
\]

Here $y$ is the vertical distance from the neutral axis of the beam cross-section, $\sigma$ is the axial stress in the longitudinal fibers of the beam, and $M$ is the resultant moment bending the beam; for the shaft $r$ is the distance from the center of the circular cross-section, $\tau$ is the shear stress due to torsion, and $T$ is the resultant torque twisting the shaft. The equations given above relating $\theta$ and $\phi$ to sample dimensions and surface strain amplitude are easily deducible from simple geometrical arguments which involve the knowledge of a linear strain profile and the restriction of small strains.

In the numerical analyses associated with these bending and torsion tests, the surface strains of each test sample were specified to act sinusoidally in time. Each geometry was subdivided into a large number of finite, but thin, subsections (i.e. the infinitesimal distances $dy$
and \(dr\) in Fig. 10 were replaced by small but finite distance \(\Delta y\) and \(\Delta r\) respectively). Also, the strain distribution for each finite subsection was assumed to be constant over the subsection thickness and the value of the strain was taken as the value of the strain profile at the center of the subsection. Knowing the strain profile of the cross-section of each geometry and the history of the respective surface strains, the stress history for each subsection of the geometry was computed numerically. Specifically, Eqs. (11)-(12) were integrated to give the stress profile time history of the bending beam and (13)-(14) were integrated for the shear stress profile time history of the shaft (see Appendices F and G). Then the following formulas were used to compute the resultant moment and torque histories of the beam and shaft:

\[
M = -b \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i \sigma_i \Delta y
\]

\[
T = 2\pi \sum_{i=1}^{N} (r_i)^2 \tau_i \Delta r
\]

where \(N\) is the number of subdivisions making up the cross-sectional geometry and where the subscript \(i\) indicates reference to the location of a single subsection.

The loss factor of each sample geometry was then calculated for a specified value of surface strain amplitude according to Eq. (15) where \(\Delta W\) was determined by the area enclosed by the resultant moment vs. angular displacement hysteretic response and \(W\) was determined by

\[
W = \frac{1}{2} \theta_{\text{max}} M \bigg|_{\theta_{\text{max}}} \quad \text{(beam)}
\]

\[
W = \frac{1}{2} \phi_{\text{max}} T \bigg|_{\phi_{\text{max}}} \quad \text{(shaft)}
\]

The damping values which were computed in this way were found to be independent of sample geometry, i.e. for a given surface amplitude the ratio of \(\Delta W\) to \(W\) remained constant for changes
in cross-sectional size, sample length or both. This effect is due to the fact that a proportional, volume of material is undergoing deformation wherein the damping mechanism is activated and this proportion of volume is constant irrespective of sample size for both simple bending and torsion.

In Fig. 11 the loss factor was plotted against the surface amplitude for both the bending and torsion cases by repeating the calculations over a range of surface amplitudes. Note that the character of the damping vs. surface amplitude curves are different with respect to one another. This is analogous the trend shown earlier in Fig. 6 for one dimensional behavior. Also, by comparing Fig. 11 to Fig. 6 it is clear that the character of the damping vs. peak strain curve of each sample is quite different than that corresponding to the respective one-dimensional material point responses. This is due to the strain dependent nature of the damping and the fact that strain is nonuniformly distributed throughout the sample; therefore some regions of the geometry may be contributing significantly to the overall damping of the solid sample while others are not.

Using Eq. (11) to calculate the amounts of peak equivalent strain at the surface of the bending and torsion samples, Fig. 12 shows that the use of peak equivalent strain gives an improved measure of correlation in the same manner that was exhibited earlier for the one-dimensional cases.

Thus presentation of nonlinear damping data as a function of equivalent strain rather than as a function of sample strain can be very useful. It is probably most useful in comparing damping data obtained by different test methods. It may also be useful in design work where the dynamic strains in a vibrating part or member are known. Along this line, let us briefly consider an example where a designer wishes to use a high damping, but nonlinear, material in an application where bending is the primary mode of deformation, and suppose that damping data is available only from torsional tests. If the vibrational strain levels to be expected in service can be deduced from load and design analyses, then these strain levels can be converted to the measure of equivalent strain introduced in this paper. The designer would then be able to estimate whether or not the material damping will be in a range of peak performance for the
application of interest by applying the same conversion to the peak shear strains of the torsional damping data.

SUMMARY

The work presented in this paper includes three major aspects; 1) modeling of nonlinear (or strain dependent) damping behavior via constitutive equations, 2) relating the damping of the material to the damping of a test specimen, and 3) a way of improving correlation of nonlinear damping data via use of equivalent measures of distortion. These efforts were conducted in order to gain a better understanding of macroscopic nonlinear high damping material behavior and also to obtain a means in which to better correlate damping data from tests which use different sample geometries. The modeling scheme applies to homogeneous isotropic materials and is adapted from a constitutive model of the viscoplastic type through incorporation of constants that represent the onset of damping mechanisms. Also the model was modified to include damping mechanisms that become saturated after a given amount of strain. Analyses were made to calculate the loss factor of the common damping test configurations of bending and torsion. To do this material point relationships were used at a large number of points making up the cross-sectional geometry. In this way it was possible to relate the damping of the material to the damping of the specimen. The results did not depend on the relative dimensions of the sample geometry; rather the calculated loss factors depended only on the mode of deformation. The results showed that the strain dependent damping associated with each test were difficult to compare when plotted solely against the peak surface strain of the sample geometry. This is because the peak strains that correspond to each of these test configurations, namely axial and shear strain, are different from one another. However if an invariant measure of peak sample distortion is used in place of peak sample strain, then the correlation of the nonlinear damping of separate bending and torsion samples improves considerably. Such an improved capacity for the correlation of nonlinear damping data is very useful for comparison of data obtained from different tests. Future research will include the modeling of specific
nonlinear damping data. Also, constitutive model material parameters that are physically motivated by the microstructure will be studied.
Fig. 1. Strain Amplitude Dependent Damping in Fe-Cr Based High Damping Alloys.

Fig. 2. Generalized Macroscopic Hysteresis of Nonlinear Damping Materials.
Fig. 3. Strain Dependent Damping of Cu-Mn in Separate Bending and Torsion Tests [3].

Hysteretic Model of Axial Loading with Elasticity Past $\varepsilon_0$

- $\varepsilon_0=1.0 \times 10^{-4}$ in/in
- $\sigma_e=855$ psi
- $E=28.5 \times 10^6$ psi
- $n=3$, $\alpha=0.818$
- $a=80000$, $f_1=4 \times 10^{-5}$
- $\varepsilon_p=1.57 \times 10^{-4}$ in/in
- $\eta=0.024$

Fig. 4. Hysteretic Behavior Calculated for Pure Axial Loading.
Hysteretic Model of Shear Loading with Elasticity Past $\gamma_0$

\[ \gamma_0 = 1.56 \times 10^{-4} \text{ in/in} \]
\[ \tau_e = 494 \text{ psi} \quad G = 10.56 \times 10^6 \text{ psi} \]
\[ n = 3 \quad \alpha = 0.818 \]
\[ a = 83000 \quad f_f = 4 \times 10^{-5} \]
\[ \gamma_f = 2.57 \times 10^{-4} \text{ in/in} \]
\[ \eta = 0.024 \]

Fig. 5. Hysteretic Behavior Calculated for Pure Shear Loading.

Loss Factor vs. Peak Strain: Axial and Shear Loading

\[ \varepsilon_0 = 1.0 \times 10^{-4} \]
\[ \tau_e = 494 \text{ psi} \quad G = 10.56 \times 10^6 \text{ psi} \]
\[ n = 3 \quad \alpha = 0.818 \quad a = 80000 \quad f_f = 4 \times 10^{-5} \]

Fig. 6. Strain Amplitude Dependent Damping for Pure Axial and Shear Loading.
Energy Absorbed by Axial and Shear Hysteretic Models

Fig. 7. Energy Absorbed in Axial and Shear vs. Peak Axial and Shear Strains.

Fig. 8. Energy Absorbed in Axial and Shear vs. Peak Equivalent Strain.
Loss Factor vs. Peak Equivalent Strain: \( \varepsilon = \sqrt{3l_2} \)

---

**Fig. 9.** Amplitude Dependent Damping in Axial and Shear vs. Peak Equivalent Strain.
Bending Beam (Length: L, Width: b, Thickness: h)

\[ \theta = \frac{2\epsilon_p L}{h} \]

\[ M = -\int y \sigma \, dA = -b \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i \sigma_i \Delta y \]

Twisting Shaft (Length: L, Radius R)

\[ \phi = \frac{\gamma_p L}{R} \]

\[ T = \int r \tau \, dA = 2\pi \sum_{i=1}^{N} (r_i)^2 \tau_i \Delta r \]

Fig. 19. Schematic Drawing of Strain Profile in Bending and Torsion Geometries.
Strain Dependent Damping in Beam and Shaft Samples

Fig. 11. Amplitude Dependent Damping in Bending and Torsion vs. Peak Surface Strain.

Fig. 12. Amplitude Dependent Damping in Bending and Torsion vs. Peak Equivalent Strain.
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In this appendix, we will examine the Poisson effect associated with isotropic material deformation with nonlinear inelastic effects. To do this first consider the strain tensor $\varepsilon_{ij}$ associated with pure axial stressing, i.e. without off-diagonal (shear) strains. The total strain is made up of separate elastic and inelastic parts as follows:

$$\varepsilon_{ij} = \varepsilon_{ij}^{el} + \varepsilon_{ij}^{in}$$

where the elastic part (superscript $el$) is related to stress by elasticity theory and where the inelastic part is associated with incompressible deformation mechanisms (i.e. mechanisms which operate without any associated volume changes; e.g. dislocation glide). Therefore, for the case of uniaxial (superscript $u$) stressing

$$\varepsilon_{ij} = \varepsilon_{ij}^{u} = \begin{bmatrix} \varepsilon^{el} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\nu \varepsilon^{el} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -\nu \varepsilon^{el} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \varepsilon^{in} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon^{in} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon^{in} \end{bmatrix}$$

Note that the total axial strain is specified to be aligned along the $x$ coordinate of Cartesian space with $\varepsilon^{el} = \sigma/E$. This in turn leads to

$$\varepsilon_{ij} = \varepsilon_{ij}^{u} = \begin{bmatrix} \varepsilon^{el} + \varepsilon^{in} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\nu \varepsilon^{el} - \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon^{in} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -\nu \varepsilon^{el} - \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon^{in} \end{bmatrix}$$

Thus it is clear that the Poisson induced strains are composed of an elastic part which is related to the elastic strain by Poisson's ratio and an inelastic part which is related to the inelastic...
strain by the coefficient 1/2. By this process it is clear that the inelastic part of strain satisfies the condition of incompressibility.

Now, by using ε^el = σ/E and ε = ε^el + ε^in let us evaluate the Poisson induced strains in more detail. First note that

\[-νε^el \cdot \frac{1}{2} ε^in = -ν \frac{σ}{E} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \left( ε - \frac{σ}{E} \right) = \left[ \frac{1}{E} \left( \frac{1}{2} - ν \right) \frac{σ}{ε} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \right] ε\]

Thus, by defining a variable Poisson coefficient μ as

\[μ = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{E} \left( \frac{1}{2} - ν \right) \frac{σ}{ε}\]  \hspace{1cm} (A1)

it follows that

\[-με = -νε^el \cdot \frac{1}{2} ε^in\]  \hspace{1cm} (A2)

\[ε^u_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix} ε & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -με & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -με \end{bmatrix}\]  \hspace{1cm} (A3)

Now, from Eq (A3) we can compute the strain rate tensor \(ε^u_{ij}\)

\[\dot{ε}^u_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix} \dot{ε} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -μ\dot{ε} - με & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -μ\dot{ε} - με \end{bmatrix}\]

From this let us proceed to evaluate the Poisson induced strain rates in more detail. Considering Eq. (A1) it follows that
\[ \dot{\mu} = -\frac{1}{E} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \cdot \nu \right] \left[ -\frac{\sigma}{\varepsilon^2} \dot{\varepsilon} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \dot{\sigma} \right] \]

and this leads to

\[ -\mu \dot{\varepsilon} - \dot{\mu} \varepsilon = -\frac{1}{2} \dot{\varepsilon} + \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \cdot \nu \right] \dot{\sigma} = -\frac{1}{2} \dot{\varepsilon} + \left[ \frac{1}{2} \cdot \nu \right] \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{cl}} \]

\[ = -\nu \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{cl}} \cdot \frac{1}{2} ( \dot{\varepsilon} - \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{cl}} ) = -\nu \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{cl}} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{in}} \] \hspace{1cm} (A4)

Thus the Poisson induced strain rate decomposes into two parts: one part is an elastic component and is related to the axial strain rate by the Poisson ratio, and an inelastic part that is associated with the inelastic strain rate in a manner consistent with incompressibility.

By using \( \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{el}} = \dot{\sigma}/E \) and \( \dot{\varepsilon} = \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{el}} + \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{in}} \) Eq. (A4) becomes

\[ -\nu \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{el}} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{in}} = \frac{1}{E} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \cdot \nu \right] \dot{\sigma} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \dot{\varepsilon} \]

or

\[ -\mu \dot{\varepsilon} - \dot{\mu} \varepsilon = - \left[ \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{E} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \cdot \nu \right] \frac{d\sigma}{d\varepsilon} \right] \dot{\varepsilon} \]

Thus the variable Poisson coefficient associated with strain rate (which is denoted here as \( \rho \)) is as follows:

\[ \rho = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{E} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \cdot \nu \right] \frac{d\sigma}{d\varepsilon} \]
and

\[ \varepsilon_{ij}^u = \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\varepsilon} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\rho \varepsilon & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -\rho \varepsilon \end{bmatrix} \]

for axial stressing.
APPENDIX B

FORTRAN MAIN PROGRAM (all subroutines and function subprograms that are not specifically related to the calculations being made here are given in Appendix H):

C------> Program Name: UNIAXIAL.FOR
C
C------> This program will carry out a Runge-Kutta integration on the
C stress-strain equations of the SMA hysteretic model for axial
C loading. Note that inelastic behavior is suppressed beyond EPSLNO.
C The strain history is prescribed (i.e. input) as sinusoidal.
C Stress is the output variable. Strain and stress pairs (i.e. the
C hysteresis curve) are written to data files for plotting
C with GRAPHER (which reads ASCII data arranged in column pairs).
C
C NOMENCLATURE:
C
C REAL CONSTANTS:
C A Material constant controlling shape of hysteresis
C ALFA =Ey/(E-Ey) where Ey is the inelastic modulus
C AMP Amplitude of strain input
C E Young's modulus
C EPSLNO Strain beyond which inelastic growth is suppressed
C FREQ Frequency of cyclic strain input
C FT Material constant controlling size of hysteresis
C N Overstress power (controls sharpness of transition to incl.)
C VNEW Poisson's ratio
C VNEWIN Inelastic Poisson coefficient
C Y Stress where damping mechanisms are activated
C
C INTEGER CONSTANTS:
C NC.CLE No. of cycles of oscillation
C NCFCYC No. of points per cycle to be used in integration
C
C CHARACTER STRINGS:
C FILENAME string for filename assignment to a FORTRAN unit number
C SAI.P string for material constant ALFA
C SA string for material constant A
C SE string for Young's modulus E
C SEO string for limiting strain EPSLNO
C SEP string for peak strain AMP
C SPT string for material constant FT
C SN string for overstress power N
C SY string for stress where damping mechanisms activate: Y
C TITLE descriptive title for results
C
C VARIABLES:
C ENGABS Energy absorbed per cycle of oscillation
C ENGSTO Energy stored (-.5 * max. strain * max. stress)
C ETA Loss factor
C SDC Specific damping capacity
C
C VARIABLE ARRAYS:
C EPSLON(K) Axial strain (index K rep. time)
C STRESS(K) Axial stress (index K rep. time)
C S(K) Axial stress passed from INTFUN (index K rep. time)
C
C SUBROUTINES:
C DERIV Contains the differential eqs. (invoked by INTFUN)
C INTFUN Integration routine (4th order forward Runge-Kutta)
C MAXIM Determines the min. & max. values of an array
C STRLEN Counts the number of characters in a string
C
C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS:
C FRP(X) Error function of X
C FACT(K) K factorial
C SGN(V) Signum function of V
C UNIT(X) Unit step function of X
C
C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER NEQ
REAL*8 DERIV,FLOAT,T,TEND,TOL$2(20),N
DIMENSION EPSLON(1001),STRESS(1001)
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CHARACTER*20 FILENAME
CHARACTER*70 TITLE, SY, ST, SH, SA, SPT, JEP
CHARACTER(*) SAR1, SAR2, SAR3, SAR4, SAR5, SAR6, SAR7, SARF
PARAMETER (SAR1='e0-')
PARAMETER (SAR2='y-')
PARAMETER (SAR3='E-')
PARAMETER (SAR4='n-')
PARAMETER (SAR5='alpha-')
PARAMETER (SAR6='a-')
PARAMETER (SAR7='ft-')
PARAMETER (SARF='fP-')
COMMON/BLOGL/AMP, OMEGA, Y, E, VNEW, ALFA, N, EPSINO, A, PT
!
NEQ = 1
!
T   = 0.0
Z(i) = 0.0
!
C==== Interactive input of filenames for the material data input file
and for output files.
!
WRITE(*,*)'Enter the name of your input data file.'
IPL=9
1 WRITE(*,2)FILENAME
IPL=9
2 FORMAT('..3X,A20')
IF(IPL.EQ.9)
THEN
OPEN(IPL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ELSE
OPEN(IPL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ENDIF
IF (IPL.EQ.9) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Enter name for the plot file for STRESS vs. EPSLON'
IPL=10
GOTO 1
ENDIF
IF (IPL.EQ.10) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Enter name for the summary text file'
IPL=11
GOTO 1
ENDIF
REWIND 09
REWIND 10
REWIND 11
!
C==== Read input quantities from input file.
!
READ(9,5)TITLE
READ(9, '(A)')SY
READ(9, '(A)')ST
READ(9, '(A)')SH
READ(9, '(A)')SA
READ(9, '(A)')SALP
5 FORMAT(A)
READ(9,'*')E, VNEW
READ(9,'*')Y
READ(9,'*')ALFA
READ(9,'*')N
!
C==== Interactive input of other material parameters, strain amplitudes,
and number of cycles of loading to be used in calculations.
!
WRITE(*,*)'Enter EPSLNO'
READ(5,*)EPSLNO
WRITE(*,*)'Enter character string for EPSLNO'
READ(5, '(A)')SEO
WRITE(*,*)'Enter A AND FT'
READ(5, '*')A, FT
WRITE(*,*)'Enter character string for a'
READ(5, '(A)')SA
WRITE(*,*)'Enter character string for ft'
READ(5, '(A)')SPT
WRITE(*,*)'Enter FREQ and AMP'
READ(5, '*')FREQ, AMP
WRITE(*,*)'Enter character string for Peak Strain (i.e. AMP)'
READ(5, '(A)')SRP
WRITE(*,*)'Enter Number of Cycles and Number of Points per Cycle'
READ(5, '*')NCYCLE,NPPCYC
!
C==== Determine length of various character strings for later use.
!
34
CALL STLEN(SE0,IBSE0,IESE0)
CALL STLEN(SEP,IBSEP,IESEP)
CALL STLEN(SE,IBSE,IESE)
CALL STLEN(SW,IBSW,IESW)
CALL STLEN(SALF,IBALF,IESALF)
CALL STLEN(SA,IBSA,IESA)
CALL STLEN(SFT,IBSFT,IESFT)
CALL STLEN(SAR1,IBSAR1,IESAR1)
CALL STLEN(SAR2,IBSAR2,IESAR2)
CALL STLEN(SAR3,IBSAR3,IESAR3)
CALL STLEN(SAR4,IBSAR4,IESAR4)
CALL STLEN(SAR5,IBSAR5,IESAR5)
CALL STLEN(SAR6,IBSAR6,IESAR6)
CALL STLEN(SAR7,IBSAR7,IESAR7)
CALL STLEN(SAR8,IBSAR8,IESAR8)

C
ISUM1 = ISAR1 + ISAR2 + 2 + IESAR5 + IESAR6
ISUM2 = ISAR2 + IES + 2 + IESAR3 + IESAR5
ISUM3 = IESAR4 + IES + 2 + IESAR5 + IESAR6
ISUM4 = IESAR6 + IESA + 2 + IESAR7 + IESFT

C------> Calculate the quantity Pi=3.14159267..., and other parameters
C
Pi = DACOS(-1.0000)

C
OMEGA = 2.0*PI/FREQ
VIEWIN = .5 - ALFA*(.5- VIEWIN)/(1.0+ALFA)
NSTEPS = NCYCLE/NFCYC
PRINT *, NSTEPS, NSTEPS
PERIOD = 1.0/PRF
DELTA = PERIOD/NFCYC
PRINT *, DELTA, DELTA

C------> Set initial conditions.
C
STRESS(1) = 0.
EPSLON(1) = 0.

C
WRITE(*,99999)
99999 FORMAT(4X,'ISTEP',5X,'STRAIN',9X,'STRESS')
C
C------> Carry out the numerical integration
C
DO 10 ISTEP = 1,NSTEPS
    CALL INTFUN(2,STRE,REL,T,1JEQ)
STRESS(ISTEP+1) = Z(1)
EPSLON(ISTEP) = AMP * DSIN(OMEGA*T)
WRITE(*,'(3X,I6,4(3X,E10.4))')ISTEP,EPSLON(ISTEP+1),Z(1)
10 CONTINUE

C------> Compute damping.
C
CALL DAMAX(STRESS,NSTEPS,STRAIN,STRMAX)
ENGABS = 0.
ISTART = NFCYC/4. + 1
IEND = ISTART + NFCYC-1
DO 50 I=ISTART,IEND
    ENGSW = ENGABS + .5 * (STRESS(I+1) + STRESS(I)) *
          (EPSLON(I+1) - EPSLON(I))
50 CONTINUE
ENGMAX = .5*STRMAX*AMP
ETA = ENGABS/(2.0*PI*ENGMAX)
SDC = ETA*2*PI

C------> Write results to output data file (unit 10) and to output
tmp file (unit 11).
C
WRITE(10,'(1X,2(E16.8,',''),1X,E16.8,','')))E(PHSON(I),STRESS(I),I=1,15)

C
'.WRITE1I(1),'(X,' '0 ',' 'I,' ' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A)'   
   > ISUM(1,SAR1,SE0(IBSE0:IESE0),SARF,SEP+IBSEP:IESEP)
   > WRITE11,'(5X',' '0 ',' 'I,' ' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A)'   
   > ISUM2,SAR2,SY(IBSY:IESY),ZU3,SE(TBS2:IES2)
   > WRITE11,'(5X',' '0 ',' 'I,' ' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A)'   
   > ISUM3,SAR4,SW(IBSW:IESW),SAR5,SE(IBSW:IESW)
   > WRITE11,'(5X',' '0 ',' 'I,' ' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A)'   
   > ISUM4,SAR5,SA(IBSA:IESA),ZAR7,STF(TBSFT:IESFT)
   > WRITE11,'(5X',' '0 ',' 'I,' ' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A,' 'A)'   
   > PRINT *, 'loss_factor=',ETA, 'sd_c=',SDC

C
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EXAMPLE OF AN INPUT FILE:

SMA Hysteretic Model with Elasticity Outside $e_0$
835 psi
28.5x10^6 psi
3

.818
28.5E06 0.35
855.
0.818
3
APPENDIX C

FORTRAN MAIN PROGRAM (all subroutines and function subprograms that are not specifically related to the calculations being made here are given in Appendix H):

C----->Program NAME: SHEAR.FOR
C
C This program will carry out a Runge-Kutta integration on the
C strain-strain equations of the SMA hysteretic model for SHEAR
C loading. Note that inelastic behavior is suppressed beyond GAMMAO.
C Calculated results for the stress-strain response are written
C to user defined output data files where the data is arranged
C in two columns with strain in the first column and stress in the
C second. The loading sequence (hysteresis) starts with the first
C line of the file and proceeds in order to the last line.
C The resulting data files can be used to plot the curves via
C GRAPHER, which reads ASCII data file with data
C arranged in column pairs.

C NOMENCLATURE:

C REAL CONSTANTS:
C A Material constant controlling shape of hysteresis
C ALFA =Ey/(E-Fy) where Ey is the inelastic modulus
C AMP Amplitude of strain input
C E Young's modulus
C G Shear modulus
C GAMMAO Strain beyond which inelastic growth is suppressed
C FREQ Frequency of cyclic strain input
C FT Material constant controlling size of hysteresis
C N Overstress power (controls sharpness of transition to inel.)
C VNZW Poisson's ratio
C Y Axial Stress where damping mechanisms are activated
C YS Shear Stress where damping mechanisms are activated

C INTEGRAL CONSTANTS:
C NCYCLE No. of cycles of oscillation
C NPPCYC Nr. of points per cycle to be used in integration

C CHARACTER STRINGS:
C FILENAME string for filename assignment to a FORTRAN unit number
C SALF string for material constant ALFA
C SA string for material constant A
C SG string for the shear modulus G
C SGG string for limiting strain GAMMAO
C SGP string for peak strain AGP
C SFP string for material constant FT
C SN string for overstress power N
C SYS string for shear stress where damping mechanisms activate: YS
C TITLE descriptive title for run

C VARIABLES:
C ENGABS Energy absorbed per cycle of oscillation
C ENGSTO Energy stored (= E * max. strain * max. stress)
C ETA Loss factor
C SDC Specific damping capacity

C VARIABLE ARRAYS:
C GAMMA(X) Shear strain (index K rep. time)
C TAU(X) Shear stress (index K rep. time)
C % (X) Shear stress passed from INTFUN (index K rep. time)

SUBLRoutines:
C DERIV Contains the differential eqs. (invoked by INTFUN)
C INTFUN Integration routine (4th order forward Runge-Kutta-
C KAXIN Determines the min. & max. values of an array
C STLEN Counts the number of characters in a string

FUNCTION SUBPROGRMS:
C ERF(X) Error function of X
C FACT(X) X factorial
C SGN(V) Signum function of V
C UNIT(X) Unit step function of X
IMPLICIT REAL*S (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER HEQ
REAL'8 DERIV,T,TEND,TOL,Z(20),N
DIMENSION GAMMA(1001),TAU(1001)
CHARACTER*20 FILENAME
CHARACTER*70 TITLE,SYS,SN,SALP,SGO,SGP,SA,TIT
CHARACTER*70 CHAP.ACTER,'70
PARAMETER (SAR1='g0-')
PARAMETER (SAR2='Ys-')
PARAMETER (SAR3='G-')
PARAMETER (SAR4='f-')
PARAMETER (SARS='alf a-')
PARAMETER (SAR5='R-')
PARAMETER (SAR7='ft-')
PARAMETER (SARP='gP-')
COMMON/VLOK1/AMP,OMEGA,YS,E,G,ALPA,H,GAMMA0,A,P,RAD3
C
HEQ = 1
C T = 0.0
Z(1) = 0.0
C----> Interactive input of filenames for material data input file, and
c for output files containing data and text.
WRITE(*,*)'Enter the name of your input data file.'
IFL=9
1 READ(*,2)FILENAME
2 FORMAT(A)
WRITE(*,3)FILENAME
3 FORMAT(' ',3A20)
IF(IFL.EQ.9)THEN
OPEN(IFL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ELSE
OPEN(IFL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ENDIF
IF(IFL.EQ.9) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Enter name for the plot file for TAU vs. GAMMA'
ENDIF
IF (IFL.EQ.10) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Enter name for the summary text file'
ENDIF
REWIND 09
REWIND 10
REWIND 11
C----> Read input quantities from input file.
READ(9,5)TITLE
READ(9, '(A)')SYS
READ(9, '(A)')SG
READ(9, '(A)')SN
READ(9, '(A)')SALP
5 FORMAT(A)
C----> Read in uniaxial properties; convert to shear properties later.
READ(9,*)Z,VNEW
READ(9,*)X
READ(9,*)ALFA
READ(9,*)N
C----> Interactive input of other material parameters, strain amplitude,
c and number of cycles of loading to be used in calculations.
WRITE(*,*)'Enter GAMMA0'
READ(5,*)GAMMA0
WRITE(*,*)'Enter character string for GAMMA0'
READ(5, '(A)')SGO
WRITE(*,*)'Enter A AND FT'
READ(5,A,FT)
WRITE(*,*)'Enter character string for a'
READ(5, '(A)')SA
WRITE(*,*)'Enter character string for ft'
READ(5, '(A)')SFT
WRITE(*,*)' Enter FREQ and AMP of shear strain loading'
READ(5,*)FREQ,AMP
WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for peak shear strain'
READ(5,‘A’)*SGP
WRITE(*,*)' Enter number of cycles and number of points per cycle'
READ(5,*)MCYCLE,NPPCYC

C====== Determine length of various character strings for later use.

CALL STRLEN(SG0, IBSG0, IESGO)
CALL STRLEN(SGP, IBSGP, IESP0)
CALL STRLEN(SYS, IBSYS, IESYS)
CALL STRLEN(SG, IBSG, IESG)
CALL STRLEN(SH, IBSH, IESH)
CALL STRLEN(SALF, IBSALF, IESALF)
CALL STRLEN(SISA, IBSISA, IESISA)
CALL STRLEN(SFPT, IBSFPT, IESFPT)
CALL STRLEN(SAR1, IBSAR1, IESAR1)
CALL STRLEN(SARP, IBSARP, IESARP)
CALL STRLEN(SAR2, IBSAR2, IESAR2)
CALL STRLEN(SAR3, IBSAR3, IESAR3)
CALL STRLEN(SAR4, IBSAR4, IESAR4)
CALL STRLEN(SAR5, IBSAR5, IESAR5)
CALL STRLEN(SRAR6, IBSRAR6, IESRAR6)

C

ISUM1 = IESAR1 + IBSG0 + 2 + IESAMP + IESGP
ISUM2 = IESAR2 + IBSY + 2 + IESAR3 + IESR
ISUM3 = IESAR4 + IBSN + 2 + IESAMP + IESALF
ISUM4 = IESAR6 + IBSN + 2 + IESAR7 + IESFPT

C====== Calculate the quantity Pi=3.14159267.... and other parameters.

PI = Dacos(-1.0000)
RAD3 = 3.**.S
G = E/(2.*(1+VWEW))
YS = Y/RAD3
OMEGA = 2.*PI*FREQ
PRINT *, 'PI=', PI, 'OMEGA=', OMEGA
NSTEPS = MCYCLE*NPPCYC
PRINT *, 'NSTEPS=', NSTEPS
PERIOD = 1./FREQ
DELT = PERIOD/NPPCYC
PRINT *, 'DELT=', DELT

C====== Set initial conditions

tau(I) = 0.
gama(I) = 0.

WRITE(*,99999)
99999 FORMAT(4X,'ISTEP',5X,'TIME',9X,'E1',11X,'E2')

C====== Carry out the numerical integration

DO 10 ISTEP = 1,NSTEPS
   CALL IFUN(1, T, DELT, NEQ)
   TAU(ISTEP+1) = T(I)
   GAMA(ISTEP+1) = AMP * DSN1(OMEGAJ*A*T)
   WRITE(*,'(5X,16,4(3X,E10.4))')ISTEP, GAMA(ISTEP+1), T(I)
10 CONTINUE

C

CALL MAXMIN(TAU, NSTEPS, TAUIN, TAUUX)
ENGABS = 0.
ISTART = NPPCYC/4.+1
IEND = ISTART + NPPCYC-1
DO 50 I = ISTART, IEND
   ENGS = ENGABS + .5 * (TAU(I+1) - TAU(I)) * (GAMA(I+1) - GAMA(I))
50 CONTINUE
ENGSTO = .5*TMAXN*AMP
ETA = ENGABS/(2.*PI*ENGSTO)
SAD = ETA*2.*PI

C====== Write the results to output data file (unit 10) and to output
text file (unit 11).

WRITE(10,('IX,2(E16.8,13A1)')GAMA(I), TAU(I), I=1,NSTEPS+1)
WRITE(11,('IX,0 112,13A1')0,A,A,2X,A,A '**')
   {ISUM1, IBSAR1, JSG0, IBSG0, IESG0, SASP, BSGP, IBSGPA*CP}
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SUBROUTINE DERIV(2,T,ZDOT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER NEQ
REAL*8 OMEGA,T,E(20),SDOT(20),NN,LOADD
COMMON/BLG1/AMP,OK,GA,YS,E,G,ALPA,NI,GAM4H0,A,FT,RAD3
C
GAMMA = AMP * DSIN(OMEGA*T)
GAMDCT = AMP * OMEGA * DCOS(OMEGA*T)
DLTYGA = DABS(GAMMA) - GAMGA0
IF(DLTYGA.LT.0.0)THEN
   BTA1=(1./3.)*((2*ALPA)*( GAMMA - E(1)/G +
   RAD3)*FT*ERF(AMP*GAMMA/RAD3)*UNITY(-GAMMA*GAMDOT))
   IF(NN.EQ.1.)THEN
      ZDOT(1) = G*(GAMDCT - DABS(GAMDOT;*(Z(1)-BETA)/YS))
      ELSE
         ZDOT(1) = G*(GAMDCT - DABS(GAMDOT;*(Z(1)-BETA)/YS))
      ENDIF
   ELSE
      ZDOT(1) = G*GAMDOT
   ENDIF
RETURN
END
C

EXAMPLE OF AN INPUT FILE:

SMA Hysteretic Model for Shear with Elasticity Outside 90
494 psi
10.56x106 psi
3
.816
28.8205 0.35
855.0
0.816
3
APPENDIX D

FORTRAN MAIN PROGRAM (all subroutines and function subprograms that are not specifically related to the calculations being made here are given in Appendix H):

C==---> Program Name: SDUA.FOR (for Strain Dependent Uniaxial response)
C==---> This program is different from UNIAXIAL.FOR in that it
C repeats the cyclic strain application over a specified range
C for a given number of peak strains, and it calculates the loss
C factor associated with each. Runge-Kutta integration will be applied
C to the stress-strain equations of the axial SMA hysteretic model.
C Note that inelastic behavior is supressed beyond EPSLN0.
C Files will be generated which contain data for the plotting
C of Peak Strain vs. Energy Absorbed, Peak Strain vs. Loss Factor,
C Peak Equivalent Strain vs. Energy Absorbed, and Peak Equivalent
C Strain vs. Loss Factor. File Format will be that of GRAPHER;
C ASCII data is arranged in column pairs. Data is arranged in
C two vertical columns with strain (or equivalent strain) being
C in the first column and loss factor (or energy absorbed) being
C in the second column. A short set of data summarizing the run
C is written to a user defined text file.

C NOMENCLATURE:
C
C REAL CONSTANTS:
C A Material constant controlling shape of hysteresis
C ALFA \( \sim E_Y/(E-E_Y) \) where \( E_Y \) is the inelastic modulus
C AMP Amplitude of strain input
C E Young's modulus
C EPSLN0 Strain beyond which inelastic growth is supressed
C EPSP Min. peak strain
C EPSPR2 Max. peak strain
C FREQ Frequency of cyclic strain input
C PT Material constant controlling size of hysteresis
C N Overstress power (controls sharpness of transition to inel.)
C NNEW Poisson's ratio
C NNEWY Inelastic Poisson coefficient
C Y Stress where damping mechanisms are activated

C INTEGER CONSTANTS:
C NCYCLE No. of cycles of oscillation
C NPPCYC No. of points per cycle to be used in integration
C NINC No. of increments for the range of peak strain

C CHARACTER STRINGS:
C FPLENAEM string for filename assignment to FORTRAN unit number
C SALF string for material constant ALFA
C SA string for material constant A
C SE string for Young's modulus E
C SEO string for limiting strain EPSLN0
C SPT string for material constant PT
C SN string for overstress power N
C SY string for stress where damping mechanisms activate: Y
C TITLE descriptive title for run

C VARIABLE ARRAYS:
C ENRGAB(I) Energy absorbed in one cycle (I represents position)
C ENRGST(I) Energy absorbed in one cycle (I represents position)
C EPS(K) Axial strain (index K rep. time)
C ETA(I) Loss factor (I represents position)
C PEAKST(I) Peak strain (index I represents position)
C PEAKST(I) Peak equivalent strain (index I represents position)
C STRES(K) Axial stress (index K rep. time)
C Z(K) Axial stress passed from INTPUN (index K rep. time)

C SUBROUTINES:
C DERIV Contains the differential eqs. (invoked by INTFUN)
C INTFUN Integration routine (4th order forward Runge-Kutta)
C MAXIM Determines the min. & max. values of an array
C STRLEN Counts the number of characters in a string

C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS:
C SRF(X) Error function of X
C FACT(K) K factorial
C  \texttt{SGN(V)}  \quad \text{Signum function of } V
C  \texttt{UNIT(X)}  \quad \text{Unit step function of } X
C
\begin{verbatim}
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER NEQ
REAL*8 DERIV,T1,TA,TEND,S(20),N
DIMENSION EPSLN(1001),STRESS(1001),
      PEAKST(200),ETA(200),ENRGST(200),PKEQS(200)
COMMON/DLOR1/NM,OMEGA,Y,E,VNEW,EPY,ALPHA,N,EPSLN2,A,PI

C \text{NEQ} = 1
C
C \text{Interactive input of filenames for the material data input file}
C \text{and for output files.}
C
WRITE(*,*)'Enter the name of your input data file.'
IFL=9
1 READ(*,2)FILENAME
2 FORMAT(A)WRITE(*,3)FILENAME
3 FORMAT(93X,A)
IF(IFL.EQ.9) THEN
  OPEN(IFL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ELSE
  OPEN(IFL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ENDIF
IF (IFL.EQ.9) THEN
  WRITE(*,'(A)')'Enter name of plot file for Loss Fac. vs. Peak Str.'
  IFL=10
  GO TO 1
ENDIF
IF (IFL.EQ.10) THEN
  WRITE(*,'(A)')'Enter name of the GRAPHER legend text file'
  IFL=11
  GO TO 1
ENDIF
IF (IFL.EQ.11) THEN
  WRITE(*,'(A)')'Enter filename for Energy Absorbed vs. Peak Strain.'
  IFL=12
  GO TO 1
ENDIF
IF (IFL.EQ.12) THEN
  WRITE(*,'(A)')'Enter filename for Loss Factor vs. Peak Eqiv. Strain'
  IFL=13
  GO TO 1
ENDIF
IF (IFL.EQ.13) THEN
  WRITE(*,'(A)')'Enter filename for Energy Abs. vs. Peak Eqiv. Strain'
  IFL=14
  GO TO 1
ENDIF
REwind 09
REwind 1C
REwind 13
REwind 14
C
C \text{Read input quantities from input file.}
C
READ(9,5)TITLE
READ(9,*(A))SY
READ(9,*(A))SE
READ(9,*(A))SN
READ(9,*(A))SALF
5 FORMAT(A)
READ(9,*(A))PEAKST
READ(9,*(A))VNEW
READ(9,*(A))Y
READ(9,*(A))ALPHA
\end{verbatim}
READ(9,*)H
C---------- Interactive input of other material parameters, strain amplitude, and number of cycles of loading to be used in calculation.
        WRITE(*,*)' Enter EPSLNO'
        READ(5,*)EPSLNO
        WRITE(*,*) EPSLNO='EPSLNO'
        WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for EPSLNO'
        READ(3,'(A)')SEQ
        WRITE(*,*)'(XI, ' SEQ='A',SEQ)
        WRITE(*,*)' Enter A AND PT'
        READ(5,*)A,PT
        WRITE(*,*) ' An', ' PT', ' Fm', ' Fm'
        WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for a'
        READ(5,'(A)')SA
        WRITE(*,*)'(XI, ' SA='A',SA)
        WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for it'
        READ(5,'(A)')SP
        WRITE(*,*)'(XI, ' SP','A',SP)
        WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for max and min peak str.,'
        READ(5,*)FREQ, EPSPK1, EPSPK2
        WRITE(*,*)' Enter No. of Cycles and No. of Points per Cycle, '
        READ(5,*)NCYCLE, NPPCYC
        WRITE(*,*)' Enter NINC [No. of increments bet. peak strains]'
        HREAD(5,*)NINC
        WRITE(*,*)' NINC=', NINC
        C---------- Determine length of various character strings for later use.
        CALL STRLEN(SPO, IB3ZO, IPSEO)
        CALL STRLEN(ISY, IB3Y, ISY)
        CALL STRLEN(SA, IB3A, ISA)
        CALL STRLEN(SPT, IB3SP, IB3PT)
        CALL STRLEN(SAR1, IB3AR1, ISAR1)
        CALL STRLEN(SAR2, IB3AR2, ISAR2)
        CALL STRLEN(SAR3, IB3AR3, ISAR3)
        CALL STRLEN(SAR4, IB3AR4, ISAR4)
        CALL STRLEN(SAR5, IB3AR5, ISAR5)
        CALL STRLEN(SAR6, IB3AR6, ISAR6)
        CALL STRLEN(SAM, IB3SM, ISAM)
        C---------- Calculate the quantity PI=3.14159267..., and other parameters
        PI=4DBCS(-1.0E06)
        OMEGA = 2.*PI/FREQ
        PRINT *, ' PI=', PI, ' OMEGA=', OMEGA
        VNEWIN = .5 - ALFA*(.5-VNEWIN)/( +ALFA)
        EPY = 1/E
        PRINT *, ' VNEWIN=', VNEWIN, ' EPY=', EPY
        NSTEPS = NCYCLE*NPPCYC
        NSTEPS1 = NSTEPS + 1
        PRINT *, ' NSTEPS=', NSTEPS
        PERIOD = 1./FREQ
        DELT = PERIOD/NPPCYC
        PRINT *, ' DELT=', DELT
        EPSINC = (EPSPK2-EPSPK1)/(NINC-1)
        ISTART = NPPCYC/4 + 1
        IEND = ISTART + NPPCYC-1
        C---------- Set initial conditions.
        STRESS(1) = 0.
        EPSLON(1) = 0.
        C---------- Set up the loop for carrying out integration for each step in peak strain.
        NINCPI = NINC + 1
        DO 7777 J=1, NINCPI
        C---------- Clear the arrays used in the loop marked by 30 at the continue statement.
Reinitialize T and Z(I).

DO 10 K=1,NSTPP1
   EPSLON(K) = 0.0
   STRESS(K) = 0.0
10
T = 0.0
Z(I) = 0.0

Update the peak strain

AMP = EPSPK1 + EPSINC*(J-1)
PEAKST(J) = AMP
PEEQST(J) = (1+VNEW)*AMP

Carry out the integration for the current peak strain

DO 30 ISTEP = 1,HSTEPS
   CALL INTPUN(Z,T,DELT,NEQ)
   STRESS(ISTEP+1) = Z(I)
   EPSLON(ISTEP+1) = AMP*DSIN(OMEGA*T)
30
CONTINUE

Compute damping for the current peak strain.

ENGSTO = 0.
ENGABS = 0.
CALL MAXMIN(STRESS,NSTPP1,STRAIN,STMAX)
ENGABS = 0.

DO 50 I=ISTART,IERND
   ENGSTO = ENGABS + 0.5*(STRESS(I+1) + STRESS(I))
   EPSLON(I) = STRESS(I) + ENGSTO
50 CONTINUE

Write results to output data file (unit 10, 12, 13, and 14) and to
output text file (unit 11).

WRITE(10,'(1X,2(E16.8,',''))')PEAKST(I),ETA(I),I=1,NINCPI
WRITE(11,'(1X,'')')ISUM1,SAR1,SE(ISBSE0:IESE0)
WRITE(11,'(1X,'')')ISUM2,SAR2,SY(ISBSY:IESY)
WRITE(11,'(1X,'')')ISUM3,SAR3,SN(ISBSN:IESN)
WRITE(11,'(1X,'')')ISUM4,SAR4,SA(ISBSA:IESA)
WRITE(11,'(1X,'')')ISUM5,SAR5,ST(ISBST:IESST)
WRITE(11,'(1X,48)')ETAMAX=' ',ETAMIN=' ',ETAMAX=',ETAMIN='
1000 FORMAT(A70)
1001 FORMAT(2A60)
1200 FORMAT(3X,'3',5X,I7)
1500 FORMAT(5X,'5X,10.4,5X,10.4')
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE DERIV(Z,T,ZDOT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 OMEGA,T,Z(20),ZDOT(20),NN,LOADD
COMMON/BLOK1/AMP,OMEGA,Y,E,VNEW,VNEWIN,EPY,ALFA,NN,EPSHN0,A,PT

EPSLON = AMP*DSIN(OMEGA*T)
EPDOT = AMP*OMEGA*DCOS(OMEGA*T)
LOADD = EPSLON*EPDOT
```
C

DLTAEP = DABS(EPSILON) - EPSLNO

C IF(DLTAEP.LT.0.0) THEN
IF(DABS(EPSLON).GE.EPY) THEN
    DELTA = .5 - DABS(Z(1)/EPSLON)*(.5-VNEW)/E
ELSE
    DELTA = VNEW
ENDIF
BETA-(E*ALPA)*(( EPSLON - Z(1)/E +
                   PT*ERF((2.*(1.+DELTA)/3.)*A*EPSLON)*UNIT(-LOAD))
> IF(NN.EQ.1.0) THEN
    ZDOT(1) = E*( EPDOT - (2.*(1.+VNEWIN)/3.)*DABS(EPDOT)*
                 (Z(1)-BETA)/Y )
ELSE
    ZDOT(1) = E*( EPDOT - (2.*(1.+VNEWIN)/3.)*DABS(EPDOT)*
                 (DABS(Z(1)-BETA)/Y)**(NN-1)**(Z(1)-BETA)/Y )
ENDIF
ELSE
    ZDOT(1) = E*EPDOT
ENDIF
RETURN
END

C
C-----S->DUA.*FOR
EXAMPLE OF AN INPUT FILE:

SMA Axial Hysteretic Model with Elasticity Outside e0
855 ps
28.5x10^6 psi Vnew=.35
3 .018
28.5E06 .35
855.
0.018
3
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APPENDIX E

FORTRAN MAIN PROGRAM (all subroutines and function subprograms that are not specifically related to the calculations being made here are given in Appendix H):

C------------------ Program Name: SDSH.FOR (for Strain Dependent Shear response)
C
C-------------- This program is different from UNIAXIAL.FOR in that it
C repeats the cyclic strain application over a specified range
C for a given number of peak strains, and it calculates the loss
C factor associated with each. Runge-Kutta integration will be applied
C to the stress-strain equations of the SMA hysteretic model.
C Note that inelastic behavior is suppressed beyond GAMMA0.
C The applied loading is that of a pure state of shear stress.
C We specify a maximum peak strain to be used in the sinusoidal
C application of shear strain. The resulting curves for stress and
C strain will be stored in data arrays and then will be
C used to calculate the loss factor (damping). The data file will also
C be in a format compatible for plotting with GRAPHER.
C ASCII data is arranged in column pairs. Data is arranged in
C two vertical columns with strain (or equivalent strain) being
C in the first column and loss factor (or energy absorbed) being
C in the second column. A short set of data summarizing the run
C is written to a user defined text file.

C

C NOMENCLATURE:
C
C REAL CONSTANTS:
C A Material constant controlling shape of hysteresis
C ALFA E/Ey/(E-Ey) where Ey is the axial inelastic modulus
C AMP Amplitude of strain input
C E Young's modulus
C G Shear modulus (-E/[2(I+VNEW)])
C GAMMA0 Strain beyond which inelastic growth is suppressed
C GAMPK1 Minimum peak strain
C GAMPK2 Maximum peak strain
C FREQ Frequency of cyclic strain input
C FT Material constant controlling size of hysteresis
C N Overstress power (controls sharpness of transition to inel.)
C VNEW Poisson's ratio
C Y Axial stress where damping mechanisms are activated
C YS Shear stress where damping mechanisms are activated

C INTEGER CONSTANTS:
C NCYCLE No. of cycles of oscillation
C NPPCYC No. of points per cycle to be used in integration
C NINC No. of increments for the range of peak strain

C CHARACTER STRINGS:
C FILENAME string for filename assignment to a FORTRAN unit number
C SALF string for material constant ALFA
C SA string for material constant A
C SG string for Young's modulus G
C SG0 string for Young's modulus G
C SGO string for limiting strain GAMMA0
C SFT string for material constant FT
C SN string for overstress power N
C SYS string for shear stress where damping mechanisms activate
C TITLE descriptive title for run

C VARIABLE ARRAYS:
C ENRGAB(I) Energy absorbed in one cycle (I represents position)
C ENRGST(I) Energy absorbed in one cycle (I represents position)
C ETA(I) Loss factor (I represents position)
C PEAKST(I) Peak strain (index I represents position)
C PEAKEQST(I) Peak equivalent strain (index I represents position)
C TAU(K) Shear stress (index K rep. time)
C TAU(K) Shear stress passed from INTFUN (index K rep. time)

C SUBROUTINES:
C DERIV Contains the differential eqs. (invoked by INTFUN)
C INTFUN Integration routine (4th order forward Runge-Kutta)
C MAXIM Determines the min. & max. values of an array
C STRLEN Counts the number of characters in a string
FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS:

ERF(X)  Error function of X

FACT(K)  K factorial

SGN(V)  Signum function of V

UNIT(X)  Unit step function of X

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

INTEGER NEQ

REAL*8 DAX,Y,F,DAX,F

DIMENSION GAMMA(1001),TAU(1001),PEAKST(201),ETA(201),PEEQST(201),

> ENRGAB(201),ENRGST(201)

CHARACTER*20 FILENAME

CHARACTER*70 TITLE,SY3,SG,SN,SA,SGF,SA,SGF

CHARACTER(*) SAR1,SAR2,SAR3,SAR4,SAR5,SAR6,SAR7

PARAMETER (SAR1='G0=')

PARAMETER (SAR2='Ys=')

PARAMETER (SAR3='G=')

PARAMETER (SAR4='a=')

PARAMETER (SAR5='a=')

PARAMETER (SAR6='a=')

PARAMETER (SAR7='Ft=')

COMMON/BLOK1/AMPEG,YS,E,G,ALFA,N,GI9800,A,FT,RAD3

REQ = 1

READ(*,*)'Enter name of your input file.

IFL=9

1 READ(*,2)FILENAME

2 FORMAT(A)

WRITE(*,2)FILENAME

3 FORMAT(' FILENAME

IF (IFL.EQ.9) THEN

OPEN(IFL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')

ELSE

OPEN(IFL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')

ENDIF

IF (IFL.EQ.9) THEN

WRITE(*,*)'Enter file name for Loss Factor vs. Peak Strain'

IFL=10

GO TO 1

ENDIF

IF (IFL.EQ.10) THEN

WRITE(*,*)'Enter name for the summary file'

IFL=11

GO TO 1

ENDIF

IF (IFL.EQ.11) THEN

WRITE(*,*)'Enter filename for energy absorbed vs peak strain'

IFL=12

GO TO 1

ENDIF

IF (IFL.EQ.12) THEN

WRITE(*,*)'Enter filename for loss factor vs peak equiv. strain'

IFL=13

GO TO 1

ENDIF

IF (IFL.EQ.13) THEN

WRITE(*,*)'Enter filename for energy abs. vs peak equiv. strain'

IFL=14

GO TO 1

ENDIF

REWIND 09

REWIND 10

REWIND 11

REWIND 12

REWIND 13

REWIND 14

C

C---------------- Read input quantities from input file.

C

READ(9,5)TITLE

READ(9,'(A)')SYS

READ(9,'(A)')SG

READ(9,'(A)')SN

READ(9,'(A)')SAF
Interactive input of other material parameters, strain amplitude, and number of cycles of loading to be used in calculations.

WHITE(*,*)' Enter GAMMA0
READ(5,*),GAMMA0
WHITE(*,*)' Gamma = Gamma0', GAMMA0
WHITE(*,*)' Enter character string for GAMMA0'
READ(5,(A)),SG0
'WHITE(*,*)' Enter A AND FT'
READ(5,'(A),FT'
'WHITE(*,*)' A = ',A, ' FT= ',FT
WHITE(*,*)' Enter character string for a'
READ(5,'(A),SA
WHITE(*,*)' Gamma = ',GS0, ', A= ',A, ', SA= ',SA
WHITE(*,*)' Enter character string for STF'
READ(5,'(A),STF
WHITE(*,*)' Gamma = ',GS0, ', STF= ',STF
WHITE(*,*)' Enter Number of Cycles and Number of Points per Cycle'
READ(5,','NCYCLE,STPCYC
WHITE(*,*)' Enter NINC (No. of increments between peak strains)'
READ(5,*),NINC
WHITE(*,*)' NINC = ',NINC

Determine length of various character strings for later use.

CALL STRLEN(SG0,IGSG0,UESG0)
CALL STRLEN(SYS,IEBSYS,IESYS)
CALL STRLEN(SG,IGSG,UESG)
CALL STRLEN(SH,IBSH,UESH)
CALL STRLEN(SALP,IBSALP,IESALP)
CALL STRLEN(SA,IBSA,IESA)
CALL STRLEN(STF,IBSTF,IESSTF)
CALL STRLEN(SAR1,IESAR1,IESAR1)
CALL STRLEN(SBP2,IESPAR2,IESPAR2)
CALL STRLEN(SAR3,IESAR3,IESAR3)
CALL STRLEN(SAR4,IESAR4,IESAR4)
CALL STRLEN(SAR5,IESAR5,IESAR5)
CALL STRLEN(SAR6,IESAR6,IESPAR6)
CALL STRLEN(SAR7,IESAR7,IESAR7)

ISUM1 = IESAR1 + UESG0
ISUM2 = IESAR2 + 7 * IESAR3 + 6
ISUM3 = IESAR4 + IES2 + 2 * IESAR5 + IESAR4
ISUM4 = IESAR5 + IES2 + 2 * IESAR7 + IESTF

Calculate the quantity Pi=3.14159267..., and other parameters

PI=3.1415926535
E100 = 3.1415926535
G = Z/(2.*NVSU)
YS = Y/RAD3
OMEGA = 2.*PI-FREQ
PRINT *, ' PI=',PI,' OMEGA=',OMEGA
NSTEPS = NCYCLES*NPPCYC
PRINT *, ' NSTEPS=',NSTEPS
PERIOD = 1./FREQ
DELT = PERIOD/NPPCYC
DELGAM = (GAMPE2-GAMPE1)/NINC
ISTART = NPPCYC/4. + 1
IEND = ISTART + NPPCYC-1

Set up the loop for carrying out integration for each step in peak strain.

HINCP1 = NINC + 1
DO 7777 J=1,HINCP1

Clear the arrays for stress, strain, strain rate, and time.
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PC 10 K=1,NSTEPS
TAU(K)=0.0
10 GAMMA(K)=0.0

C------> Update the peak strain and reinitialize time and Z(1).
C
T = 0.0
Z(1) = 0.0
AMP = GAMMA* + DSIN*(J-1)
PST(J) = AMP
PEST(J) = RAD3*AMP/2.
C
C------> Carry out the integration for the current peak strain.
C
DO 30 K = 1,NSTEPS
CALL INTFUN(Z,T,DELT,NSTEP)
TAU(K+1) = Z(1)
GAMMA(K+1) = AMP*DSIN*(OMEGA*T)
30 CONTINUE
C
C------> Compute damping for the current peak strain.
C
TAUHMIN = 0.0
TAUHMAX = 0.0
CALL MAXMIN(TAU,NSTEPS,TAUHMIN,TAUHMAX)
C
ENGABS = 0.
C
DO 50 I=ISTART,END
ENGABS = ENGABS + .5 * (TAU(I+1) + TAU(I)) * (GAMMA(I+1) - GAMMA(I))
50 CONTINUE
C
ENGSTO = .5*TAUHMAX*AMP
ENGKBS(J) = ENGABS
ENGST(J) = ENGSTO
ETA(J) = ENGKBS/(.5*PI*ENGSTO)
WRITE(10,'(3X,13,3(3X,E10.4))')J,PHST(J),PHGAB(J),ETA(J)
777 CONTINUE
C
CALL MAXMIN(ETA,MINCP1,ETAHMIN,ETAHMAX)
C
C------> Write results to output data file (unit 10, 12, 13, and 14) and to
C output text file (unit 11).
C
WRITE(10,'(1X,2(E16.8,'','')')')PHST(J),ETA(J),J=1,MINCP1
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']5X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM1,SARI,G90(93SGO;IESGO)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']6X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM2,SARI,9S,G92,9G3,G
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']7X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM3,9A4,95(ISBN;FESN),9R5,9A,9LFE(ISF9;FES9)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']8X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM4,9A6,95(ISBN;FESN),9R7,9A,9LFE(ISF9;FES9)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']9X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM5,9A6,95(ISBN;FESN),9R7,9A,9LFE(ISF9;FES9)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']10X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM6,9A6,95(ISBN;FESN),9R7,9A,9LFE(ISF9;FES9)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']11X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM7,9A6,95(ISBN;FESN),9R7,9A,9LFE(ISF9;FES9)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']12X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM8,9A6,95(ISBN;FESN),9R7,9A,9LFE(ISF9;FES9)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']13X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM9,9A6,95(ISBN;FESN),9R7,9A,9LFE(ISF9;FES9)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'']14X,'''',5X,'''')')ISUM10,9A6,95(ISBN;FESN),9R7,9A,9LFE(ISF9;FES9)
PRINT *, ' MAX. LOSS FACTOR=', ETAHMAX
C
1000 FORMAT(A70)
1001 FORMAT(A80)
1200 FORMAT(1X,'3X','5X,17)
1201 FORMAT(1X,'3X','5X,17)
1500 FORMAT(1X,'5X,E10.4,5X,E10.4)
1501 FORMAT(1X,'5X,E10.4,5X,E10.4,5X,E10.4)
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE DERIV(T,Z,EDOT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 OMEGA,Z,2(1),EDOT(1),NN
COMMON/EDOR/AMP,OMEGA,15,2,5X,17)
COMMON/ALFA,ALFA,A,PT
C
GAMMA = AMP*DSIN*(OMEGA*2)
GANDOT = AMP*OMEGA*DCOS*(OMEGA*T)
DZMAA = DABS(GAMMA) - GAMMA0
IF(DZMAA.LE.0.0) THEN
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EXAMPLE OF AN INPUT FILE:

SHA Shear Bysteratic Modal with Elasticity Outside g0
49 psi
10.56x106 psi
3
.818
28.5E06 0.35
955
.818
3
APPENDIX F

FORTRAN MAIN PROGRAM (all subroutines and function subprograms that are not specifically related to the calculations being made here are given in Appendix H):

C----------> Program Name: BENDR.FOR
C
C This program will carry out a Runge-Kutta integration on the
C stress-strain equations of the SMA hysteretic model.
C Note that inelastic behavior is suppressed beyond EPSLNO.
C The physical geometry is that of a rectangular beam under bending.
C Plane sections are assumed to remain plane.
C We begin by specifying a maximum peak strain at the surface.
C A linear strain distribution is assumed to exist about the
C neutral axis. The height coordinate (i.e., y) is divided into fine
C increments and the stress is computed for each of these increments.
C Based on the nonlinear uniaxial stress distribution, the torque
C is computed for each time instant. The resulting curves for torque and
C bending angle will be stored in data files and then will be
C used to calculate the loss factor (damping) for that particular
C peak strain. The peak strain is then incremented and the process
C is repeated until the initial peak strain is used. The results for
C loss factor vs. strain are then stored in an ASCII data file to be
C used in plotting with GRAPHER; ASCII data is arranged in column pairs.
C
C NOMENCLATURE:
C
REAL CONSTANTS:
A Material constant controlling shape of hysteresis
ALFA =Ey/(E-Fy) where Ey is the inelastic modulus
AMP Amplitude of strain input
E Young's modulus
EPSLNO Strain beyond which inelastic growth is suppressed
EPSPK1 Minimum peak strain
EPSPK2 Maximum peak strain
FREQ Frequency of cyclic strain input
FT Material constant controlling size of hysteresis
HEIGHT Height (or thickness) of beam
LEN Length of beam
N Overstress power (controls sharpness of transition to inel.
VNEW Poisson's ratio
WIDTH Width (or depth) of beam
Y Stress where damping mechanisms are activated
YY Height coordinate of beam cross-section.

INTEGER CONSTANTS:
NDCYCLE No. of cycles of oscillation
NPCCYC No. of points per cycle to be used in integration
NINC No. of increments for the range of peak strain

CHARACTER STRINGS:
FILENAME string for filename assignment to a FORTRAN unit number
SALEF string for material constant ALFA
SA string for material constant A
SE string for Young's modulus E
SED string for limiting strain EPSLNO
SEP string for peak surface strain applied to beam
SFT string for material constant FT
SHE1 string for beam height
SHE2 string for beam length
SN string for overstress power N
SWID string for beam width
SY string for stress where damping mechanisms activate
SY string for stress input
TITLE descriptive title for run

VARIABLE ARRAYS:
ANGLE(K) Angle of bending curvature (index K represents time)
ENRGAB(I) Energy absorbed in one cycle (I represents position)
ENRGST(I) Energy absorbed in one cycle (I represents position)
EPSLON(I,K) Axial strain (index I rep. pos. in cross-section, index K rep. time)
ETA(I) Loss factor (I represents position)
PEAKST(I) Peak strain (I represents position)
PEAKST(I) Peak equivalent strain (I represents position)
STEPS(K) Axial stress (index K rep. pos. in cross-section)
C INDEX K rep. time
C TORQUE(K) End torque acting on beam cross-section (K rep. time)
Z(K) Axial stress passed from INTFUN (index K rep. time)

SUBROUTINES:
DERIV Contains the differential eqs. (invoked by INTFUN)
INTFUN Integration routine (4th order forward Runge-Kutta)
MAXI3 Determines the min. & max. values of an array
STLEN Counts the number of characters in a string

FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS:
ERF(X) Error function of X
FACT(K) K factorial
SGN(V) Signum function of V
UNIT(X) Unit step function of X

C COMMON BLOCK AMP, OMEGA, Y, E, ALPHA, N, EPSLN0, A, PT, RATIO
C
C NEQ = 1
C
C Interactive input of filenames for the material data input file
C and for output files.
C
WRITE(*,*)'Enter the name of your input data file.'
IPL=9
1 READ(*,2)FILENAME
2 FORMAT(A)
WRITE(*,3)FILENAME
3 FORMAT(' ',3X,A20)
IF(IPL.EQ.9)THEN
OPEN(IPL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ELSE
OPEN(IPL,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ENDIF
IF (IPL.EQ.9) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Enter name of file for Loss Fact. vs. Peak strain'
IPL=10
GO TO 1
ENDIF
IF (IPL.EQ.10) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Enter name for the summary file'
IPL=11
GO TO 1
ENDIF
IF (IPL.EQ.11) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Filename for ENGABS vs. ENGSTO at each peak strain'
IPL=12
GO TO 1
ENDIF
REWIND 09
REWIND 10
REWIND 11
REWIND 12

C Read input quantities from input file.
C
READ(9,5)TITLE
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READ(9,(A,')SY
READ(9,(A,')SE
READ(9,(A,')SN
READ(9,(A,')SALP
READ(9,(A,')SELHN
READ(9,(A,')SOLID
READ(9,(A,')SHEI

5 FORMAT(A)
READ(9,A,VNEW)
READ(9,A)
READ(9,A)
READ(9,A)
READ(9,A)
READ(9,A)

C------ Interactive input of other material parameters, strain amplitude,
C and number of cycles of loading to be used in calculations.
C
WRITE(*,*)' Enter EPSLNO'
READ(5,*)EPSLNO
WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for EPSLNO'
READ(5,(A),E.1SE0)
WRITE(*,*)' Enter A AND FT'
READ(5,*(A),FFT)
WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for a'
READ(5,(A),E.1SA)
WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for ft'
READ(5,(A),E.1SFT)
WRITE(*,*)' Enter No. of points on linear strain profile'
READ(5,*)NGRIDP
WRITE(*,*)' Enter FREQ, EPSPK1 and EPSPK2 (Min, Max Peak Strain.)'
READ(5,*)FREQ, EPSPK1, EPSPK2
WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for EPSPK2'
READ(5,(A),E.1SEP)
WRITE(*,*)' Enter number of cycles and number of points per cycle'
READ(5,(A),E.1NCYC, E.1NPFCYC)
WRITE(*,*)' Enter NINC (No. of oncrements between peak strains)'n
READ(5,*)NINC
WRITE(*,*)' NINC='n

C------ Determine length of various character strings for later use.
C
CALL STRLEN(SE0,IBSEO,IESEO)
CALL STRLEN(SEP,IBSEP,IESEP)
CALL STRLEN(SY,IBSY,IESY)
CALL STRLEN(SN,IBSN,IESN)
CALL STRLEN(SALP,IBSALP,IESALP)
CALL STRLEN(SA,IBSA,IESA)
CALL STRLEN(SPT,IBSPT,IESPT)
CALL STRLEN(SE,IBSE,IESE)
CALL STRLEN(SHEI,IBSHEI,IESEH)
CALL STRLEN(SWID,IBSWID,IESWID)
CALL STRLEN(SAR1,IBSAR1,IESAR1)
CALL STRLEN(SARP,IBSARP,IESARP)
CALL STRLEN(SAR2,IBSAR2,IESAR2)
CALL STRLEN(SAR3,IBSAR3,IESAR3)
CALL STRLEN(SAR4,IBSAR4,IESAR4)
CALL STRLEN(SAR5,IBSAR5,IESAR5)
CALL STRLEN(SAR6,IBSAR6,IESAR6)
CALL STRLEN(SAR7,IBSAR7,IESAR7)
CALL STRLEN(SAR8,IBSAR8,IESAR8)
CALL STRLEN(SAR9,IBSAR9,IESAR9)
CALL STRLEN(SA10,IBSAR10,IESAR10)

C
ISUM1 = IESAR1 + IES0 + 2 + IESARP + IESEP
ISUM2 = IESAR2 + IESY + 2 + IESAR3 + IESE
ISUM3 = IESAR4 + IESN + 2 + IESAR5 + IESALP
ISUM4 = IESAR6 + IESA + 2 + IESAR7 + IESFT
ISUM5 = IESAR8 + IESLEH + 2 + IESAR9 + IESHEI + 2 + IESA10 + IESWID

C------ Calculate the quantity Pi=3.14159267... , and other parameters
C
PI = DACOS(-1.0D0)
OMEGA = 2.*PI*FREQ
PRINT *, 'PI=', PI, ', OMEGA=', OMEGA
NSTEMPS = NCYCLE*NPPCYC
NSTEP1 = NSTEMPS +
PRINT *, 'NSTEMPS=', NSTEPS
PERIOD = 1./FREQ
DELT = HEIGHT/NGRIDP
DELY = PERIOD/NGRIDP
DELEPS = (EPSPK2-EPPK1)/NINC
ISTART = NPPCYC/4. + 1
IEND = ISTART + NPPCYC-1
C
C=====> Set up radial grid.
C
DO 7, I-1,NGRIDP
7    YY(I) = -(HEIGHT/2.) + DELY*(2.*I-1.)/2.
C
C=====> Set up the loop for carrying out integration for each step in peak
C
C strain and position in the cross-section.
C
DO 7777 J=1,NINC+1
C
C-> Reinitialize T and Z(1). Clear the arrays used in the integration loop.
C
T = 0.
Z(1) = 0.
DO 9 K-1,NSTP1
9    EPSLON(I,K) = 0.
7777 CONTINUE
C
C=====> Update the peak surface strain.
C
AMP = EPSPK1+DELEPS*(J-1)
PEAKST(J) = AMP
C
C=====> Carry out the integration at each point in one half of the beam
C
C cross-section for the current surface strain (only one-half of the
C
C cross-section need be considered because of symmetry about the
C
C neutral axis).
C
DO 11 I-1,HGRIDP/2
11    T = 0.
    Z(1) = 0.
    EPSLON(I,1) = 0.
    STRESS(I,1) = 0.
    RATIO = YY(I)/(HEIGHT/2.)
    DO 10 K-1,NSTEPS
10       CALL INTFUN(Z,T,DELT,rEQ)
6        EPSLON(I,K+1) = -AMP*DSIN(OMEGA*T)*RATIO
7        STRESS(I,K+1) = Z(1)
10    CONTINUE
11    CONTINUE
C
C====== Using symmetry, determine stresses and strains for the other
C
C half of the cross-section
C
DO 13 I=NGRIDP/2+1,NGRIDP
13    EPSLON(I,K) = -EPSLON(NGRIDP-I+I,K)
12    STRESS(I,K) = -STRESS(NGRIDP-I+I,K)
13    CONTINUE
C
C=====> Compute the acting end torque and angle of beam curvature.
C
DO 15 K=1,NSTP1
15    TORQUE(K)=0.0
C
DO 25 K=1,NSTP1
20       TORQUE(K)=TORQUE(K) + (-YY(T))*STRESS(I,K)*DELY
       TORQUE(K) = WIDTH*TORQUE(K)
       ANGLE(K) = 2.*LEN*EPSLON(1,K)/HEIGHT
25    CONTINUE
C
C======Compute damping for the current peak surface strain.
C
CALL MAXMIN(TORQUE,NSTP1,TORMIN,TORMAX)
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CALL MAXINC(ANGLE, NSTP1, ANMIN, ANMAX)
ENGABS = 0.

DO 50 I = ISTART, IEND
   ENGABS = ENGABS + .5 * (TORQUE(I+1) + TORQUE(I)) *
   (ANGLF(I+1) - ANGLE(I))
50 CONTINUE

ENGSTO = .5 * TORMAX * ANGMAX
ENGA(J) = ENGABS
ENGS(J) = ENGSTO
ETA(J) = ENGABS/(2.*PI*ENGSTO)
WRITE*(*, '(3X,13,2(3X,E10.4))') J, PEAKST(J), ETA(J)
7777 CONTINUE

CALL MAXINC(ETA, NINC, ETAHIN, ETAMAX)

C
C --> Write results to output data file (unit 10) and to
C output text file (unit 11).

WRITE(10, '(1X,2(A16.8,,,))') (PEAKST(J), ETA(J), J-1, NINC)
WRITE(11, '(5X,'1',I2, 'A,A,2X,A,A,)')
> ISUM1, SAR1, SE0(IBSE0:ISE0), SARP, SEP(IBSEP: IESP)
WRITE(11, '(5X,'1',I2, 'A,A,2X,A,A,)')
> ISUM2, SAR2, SY(IBSY:IESY), SAR3, SE(IBSE: ISEE)
WRITE(11, '(5X,'2',I2, 'A,A,2X,A,A,)')
> ISUM3, SAR4, SN(IBSN:IESN), SAR5, SFP(IBSFPT: IESP)
WRITE(11, '(5X,'3',I2, 'A,A,2X,A,A,)')
> ISUM5, SAR6, SLEN(IBSLEN:IESLEN),
> SAR7, SHEI(IBSHEI: ISEE),
> SAI0, SWID(IBSWID:IESWID)
WRITE(11, '(5X,'5',26 'Peak Loss Factor=', E9.3, ',') ETAMAX
PRINT *, 'MAX LOSS FACTOR=', ETAMAX

1000 FORMAT(A70);
1001 FORMAT(2A60)
1200 FORMAT(' ', '3X', '1', '5X, I7)
1201 FORMAT(' ', '3X', '2', '5X, I7)
1500 FORMAT(' ', '5X, E10.4, 5X, E10.4)
1501 FORMAT(' ', '5X, E10.4, 5X, E10.4, 5X, E10.4)
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE DERXV(Z, T, ZDOT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
INTEGER NEQ
REAL*8 OMEGA, T, Z(20), ZDOT(20), NN
COMMON/BD0(1, AMP, OMEGA, Y, E, ALFA, NN, EPSLNO, A, PT, RATIO
C
EPSLON = -AMP * DSIN(OMEGA*2) * RATIO
EPDOT = -AMP * OMEGA * DCOS(OMEGA*2) * RATIO
DLTAEF = DABS(EPSLON) - EPSLNO
IF(DLTAEF.LT.0.0) THEN
   ETA = EPSLON - 2(1)/E +
   PT*ERF(A*EPSLON)*UNIT(-EPSLON*EPDOT)
IF(NN.EQ.1.0) THEN
   ZDOT(1) = E* ( EPDOT -
   DABS(EPDOT)* 2(1)-BETA)/Y 
ELSE
   ZDOT(1) = E*( EPDOT - DABS(EPDOT) )
   (DABS(2(1)-BETA)/Y)**(NN-1) *
   (2(1)-BETA)/Y 
ENDIF
ELSE
   ZDOT(1) = E* EPDOT
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
C------>BENDR. FOR
EXAMPLE OF AN INPUT FILE:

SMA Hysteretic Model with Elasticity Outside e0
855 psi
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EXAMPLE OF A BATCH FILE TO RUN BENDR ON THE CODE 281 MICROVAX:

```plaintext
set def [.hysteresis]
 r bendr
 bendr.inp
 bendr.dat
 bendr.txt
 bendr.dat
 1.e-4
 1.0e-4
 80000. 4.e-5
 80000
 4.0e-5
 20
 1.0 .25e-4 1.75e-4
 1.75e-4
 2 100
 20
```
FORTRAN MAIN PROGRAM (all subroutines and function subprograms that are not specifically related to the calculations being made here are given in Appendix H):

C----------- Program Name: TORRANGE.FOR
C
C----> This program will carry out a Runge-Kutta integration on the
C stress-strain equations of the SMA hysteretic model.
C Note that inelastic behavior is supressed beyond GAMMA0.
C The physical geometry is that of a solid cylinder under torsion.
C Plane stress conditions are assumed (pure shear to be specific).
C We begin by specifying a minimum peak strain at the surface.
C A linear strain distribution is assumed to exist in the circular
C cross section. The radial coordinate is divided into fine
C increments and the stress is computed for each of these increments.
C Based on the shear stress distribution, the resulting torque is
C computed for each time instant. The resulting curves for torque and
C overall sample twist will be stored in data files and then will be
C used to calculate the loss factor (damping) for that particular
C peak strain. The peak strain is then incremented and the process
C is repeated until the final peak strain is used. The results for
C loss factor vs. strain are then stored in an output file to be used
C in plotting with GRAPHER; ASCII data is arranged in column pairs.
C
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C NOMENCLATURE:
C
C REAL CONSTANTS:
C A Material constant controlling shape of hysteresis
C ALPHA =Ey/(E-Ey) where Ey is the axial inelastic modulus
C AMP Amplitude of strain input
C DIA Diameter of shaft
C E Young's modulus
C G Shear modulus =E/[2(1+VNEW)]
C GAMMA0 Strain beyond which inelastic growth is supressed
C GAMPK1 Minimum peak strain
C GAMPK2 Maximum peak strain
C FREQ Frequency of cyclic strain input
C PT Material constant controlling size of hysteresis
C LEN Length of Shaft
C N Overstress power (controls sharpness of transition to inel.)
C RADIUS Radius of shaft
C VNEW Poisson's ratio
C Y Axial stress where damping mechanisms are activated
C YS Shear stress where damping mechanisms are activated
C
C INTEGER CONSTANTS:
C NCYCLE No. of cycles of oscillation
C NPOVS No. of points per cycle to be used in integration
C NINC No. of increments for range of peak strain
C
C CHARACTER STRINGS:
C TITLE descriptive title for run
C
C VARIABLE ARRAYS:
C ANGLE(K) Angle of twist of shaft (index K represents time)
C ENRGAB(I) Energy absorbed in one cycle (I represents position)
C ENRGST(I) Energy absorbed in one cycle (I represents position)
C GAMMA(I,X) Shear strain (index I represents position, X rep. time)
C ETA Loss factor (I represents position)
C PEAK(I) Peak strain (index I represents position)
C PKEQST(I) Peak equivalent strain (index I represents position)
C SHEAR(I,X) Shear stress (index I represents position, X rep. time)
C TORQUE(K) Resultant torque acting on shaft
C Z(K) Shear stress passed from INTUFF (index K represents time)
SUBROUTINES:

DERIV Contains the differential eqs. (invoked by INTFUN)
INTFUN Integration routine (4th order forward Runge-Kutta)
MAXIN Determines the min. & max. values of an array
STRLEN Counts the number of characters in a string

FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS:

ERF(X) Error function of X
FACT(X) X factorial
SGN(V) Signum function of V
UNIT(X) Unit step function of X

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER REQ, REL, DERIV, FLOAT, T, TEND, TOL, N, LEN
DIMENSION GAMMA(101,1001), TAU(101,1001),
> TORQUE(1001), TWIST(1001),
> R(101), ETA(200), PEAKST(200), ENGA(200), ENGS(200)
CHARACTER*20 FILENAME
CHARACTER*70 TITLE, SYS, SG, SN, SALF, SG, SA, SP, SLEN, SDIA, SGP
CHARACTER(*) SAR1, SAR2, SAR3, SAR4, SAR5, SAR6, SAR7, SAR8, SAR9, SAR
PARAMETER (SAR1='Q0=',)
PARAMETER (SAR2='GP=',)
PARAMETER (SAR3='YS=',)
PARAMETER (SAR4='a=',)
PARAMETER (SAR5='a=',)
PARAMETER (SAR6='a=',)
PARAMETER (SAR7='ft=',)
PARAMETER (SAR8='Length=',)
PARAMETER (SAR9='Diameter=',)
COMMON/BLOCK/AMP, OMEGA, YS, E, G, ALFA, N, GAMMA0, A, PT, RAD3, RATIO

NEQ = 1

Interactive input of filenames for the material data input file
and for output files.

WRITE(*,*)'Enter the name of your input data file.'
IFL=9
1 READ(*,2)FILENAME
2 FORMAT(A)
   WRITE(*,3)FILENAME
   FORMAT('  ',A20)
IF (IFL.EQ.9) THEN
   OPEN(IFL,FILE=FILENAME, STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ELSE
   OPEN(IFL,FILE=FILENAME, STATUS='UNKNOWN')
ENDIF
IF (IFL.EQ.9) THEN
   WRITE(*,*)'Enter name of file for Loss Fact. vs. Peak Strain'
   IFL=10
   GO TO 1
ENDIF
IF (IFL.EQ.9) THEN
   WRITE(*,*)'Enter name for the summary file'
   IFL=11
   GO TO 1
ENDIF
IF (IFL.EQ.11) THEN
   WRITE(*,*)'Filename for ENGABS and ENGSTO at each peak strain.'
   IFL=12
   GO TO 1
ENDIF
REWIND 05
REWIND 10
REWIND 11
REWIND 12

Read input quantities from input file.

READ(9,5)TITLE
READ(9,'(A)')SYS
READ(9,'(A)')SS
READ(5,'(A)')SN
READ(9,'(A)')SALF
READ(9,'(A)')SLEN
READ(9,'(A)')SDIA
5 FORMAT(A)
READ(9,*)E,VNEW
READ(9,*)Y
READ(9,*)ALPHA
READ(9,*)LEN
READ(9,*)DIAM

C====== Interactive input of other material parameters, strain amplitude,
and number of cycles of loading to be used in calculations.
C
WRITE(*,*)' Enter GAMMA0'
READ(5,*)GAMMA0
WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for GAMMA0'
READ(5,*)SG0
WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for f'r'
READ(5,*)SA
WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for a'
READ(5,*)SPT
WRITE(*,*)' Enter character string for a'
READ(5,*)SGP
WRITE(*,*)' Enter No. of points on linear strain profile'
READ(5,*)NGRIDP
WRITE(*,*)' NGRIDP..NGRIDP'
WRITE(*,*)' Enter FREQ, GAMPK1 and GAMPK2 (Min, Max Peak Strains)'
READ(5,*)FREQ,GAMPK1,GAMPK2
WRITE(*,*)' Enter Number of Cycles and Number of Points per Cycle'
READ(5,*)NCYCLE,NPPCYC
WRITE(*,*)' Enter NINC (No. of increments between peak strains)'
READ(5,*)NINC
WRITE(*,*)' NINC..NINC'
GAMMA0 = GAMPK2
C
C====== Determine length of various character strings for later use.
C
CALL STRLEN(SG0,IBSG0,IESG0)
CALL STRLEN(SG0,IBSG0,IESG0)
CALL STRLEN(SYS,IBSYS,IESYS)
CALL STRLEN(SG,IBSG,IESG)
CALL STRLEN(SM,IBSM,IESM)
CALL STRLEN(SALP,IBSALP,IESALP)
CALL STRLEN(SA,IBSA,IESA)
CALL STRLEN(SPT,IBSPT,IESPT)
CALL STRLEN(SLEN,IBSLEN,IESLEN)
CALL STRLEN(SHIA,IBSHA,IESHIA)
CALL STRLEN(SAR1,IBSAR1,IESAR1)
CALL STRLEN(SAR2,IBSAR2,IESAR1)
CALL STRLEN(SAR3,IBSAR3,IESAR3)
CALL STRLEN(SAR4,IBSAR4,IESAR4)
CALL STRLEN(SAR5,IBSAR5,IESAR5)
CALL STRLEN(SAR7,IBSAR7,IESAR7)
CALL STRLEN(SAR8,IBSAR8,IESAR8)
CALL STRLEN(SAR9,IBSAR9,IESAR9)
C
ISUM1 = IESAR1 + IESG0 +2 + IESARP + IESGP
ISUM2 = IESAR2 + IESYS '2 + IESAR3 + IESG
ISUM3 = IESAR4 + IESN + 2 + IESAR5 + IESLAF
ISUM4 = IESAR6 + IESA + 2 + IESAR7 + IEFT
ISUM5 = IESAR8 + IESLEN + 2 + IESAR9 + IESDIA
C
C====== Calculate the quantity PI=3.14159267..., and other parameters
C
PI = DACOS(-1.0D00)
RAD3 = 3.**.5
G = E/(2.**(1+VNEW))
YS = Y/RAD3
OMEGA = 2.*PI*FREQ
PRINT *, PI, PI, OMEGA, OMEGA
NSTEPS = NCYCLE*NPPCYC
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NSTPP1 = NSTEPS+1
PRINT *, 'NSTEPS=', NSTEPS
PERIOD = 1./FREQ
RADIUS = DIA/2.
DELR = (DIA/2.)/NGRIDP
DELT = PERIOD/NPPCYC
PRINT *, 'DELR=', DELR, 'DELT=', DELT
DELMGAM = (GAMK2-GAMK1)/NINC
PRINT *, 'DELMGAM=', DELMGAM
ISTART = NPPCYC/4. + 1
IEND = ISTART + NPPCYC-1

C====> Set up radial grid.
C
DO 7, I=1,NGRIDP-1
7 R(I)=DELR*I
R(NGRIDP)=RADIUS

C====> Set up the loop for carrying out integration for each step in
C peak strain.
C
DO 7777 J=1,NINC+1
C====> Clear the arrays for shear stress and strain.
C
DO 9 K=1,NSTPP1
DO 8 I=1,NGRIDP
8 TAU(I,K)=0.
GAMMA(I,K)=0.
9 CONTINUE
C====> Update the peak strain and reinitialize time and Z(1).
C
T = 0.
Z(1) = 0.
AMP = GAMMK1+DELMGAM*(J-1)
PEAKST(J) = AMP

C====> Carry out the integration at each point along the radial
C coordinate of the circular cross-section, for the current
C surface strain.
C
DO 11 I=1,NGRIDP
T = 0.
Z(1) = 0.
GAMMA(I,1) = 0.
TAU(I,1) = 0.
RATIO = R(I)/RADIUS
DO 10 K=1,NSTEPS
CALL INTPFUN(Z,T,DELT,NEQ)
TAU(I,K)=Z(1)
GAMMA(I,K)=AMP*DSIN(OMEGA*T)*RATIO
10 CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE
C====> Compute the acting torque and angle of twist of the shaft.
C
DO 15 K=1,NSTPP1
15 TORQUE(K)=0.0
C
DO 25 K=1,NSTPP1
DO 20 I=1,NGRIDP-1
20 TORQUE(K)=TORQUE(K) + R(I)*TAU(I,K)*2.*PI*R(I)*DELR
TORQUE(K)=TORQUE(K) + (R(NGRIDP)-DELR/4.)*TAU(NGRIDP,K)*
> 2.*PI*(R(NGRIDP)-DELR/4.)*DELR/2.
TWIST(K) = GAMMA(NGRIDP,K)*LENIRADIUS
25 CONTINUE
C====> Compute damping for the current peak strain.
C
CALL MAXMIN(TORQUE,NSTPP1,TORMIN,TORMAX)
CALL MAXMIN(TWIST,NSTPP1,TWIMIN,TWIMAX)
ENGABS = 0.
C
DO 50 I=ISTART,IEND
ENGABS = ENGABS + .5 * (TORQUE(I+1) + TORQUE(I)) *
> (TWIST(I+1) - TWIST(I))
50 CONTINUE
C
ENGSTO = .5*TORMAX*TWIMAX
ENGA(J) = ENGB AS
ENGS(J) = ENG STO
ETA(J) = ENGB AS/(2.*PI*ENG STO)
WRITE(*,'(3X,13,2(3X,E10.4))') J, PEAKST(J), ETA(J)
WRITE(*,'(3X,13,2(3X,E10.4))') J, PEAKST(J), ETA(J)

CONTINUE
CALL MAXIM(ETA,NINC,ETAMIN,ETAMAX)

C C------> Write results to output data file (unit 10, 12, 13, and 14) and to
C output text file (unit 11).

WRITE(10,'(1X,2(E16.8,,))')(PEAKST(J), ETA(J), J=1,NINC)
WRITE(12,'(1X,2(E16.8,,))')(ZUGS(J), ENGA(J), J=1,NINC)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'"A",6*I2,"");","A,,A,2X,A,A,"");")
  > ISUM1, SART1, SGO (IBSGO:IESGO), SARP, SGF (IBSGF:IESGF)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'"A",6*I2,"");","A,,A,2X,A,A,"");")
  > ISUM2, SART2, SYS (IBSYS:IESYS), SARP, SGF (IBSGF:IESGF)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'"A",6*I2,"");","A,,A,2X,A,A,"");")
  > ISUM3, SART3, SYS (IBSYS:IESYS), SARP, SGF (IBSGF:IESGF)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'"A",6*I2,"");","A,,A,2X,A,A,"");")
  > ISUM4, SART4, SYS (IBSYS:IESYS), SARP, SGF (IBSGF:IESGF)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'"A",6*I2,"");","A,,A,2X,A,A,"");")
  > ISUM4, SART5, SYS (IBSYS:IESYS), SARP, SGF (IBSGF:IESGF)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'"A",6*I2,"");","A,,A,2X,A,A,"");")
  > ISUM4, SART6, SYS (IBSYS:IESYS), SARP, SGF (IBSGF:IESGF)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'"A",6*I2,"");","A,,A,2X,A,A,"");")
  > ISUM4, SART7, SYS (IBSYS:IESYS), SARP, SGF (IBSGF:IESGF)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'"A",6*I2,"");","A,,A,2X,A,A,"");")
  > ISUM4, SART8, SYS (IBSYS:IESYS), SARP, SGF (IBSGF:IESGF)
WRITE(11,'(5X,'"A",6*I2,"");","A,,A,2X,A,A,"");")

STOP
END

SUBROUTINE DERIV(Z,T,ZDOT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER NEQ
REAL*8 OMEGA,T,Z(20),ZDOT(20),NN
COMMON/BLOK1/AMP,OMEGA,YS,E,G,ALFA,N14,GAMMAO,A,pT,RAw3,RATIO
C GAMMA = AMP * DSIN(OMEGA*T) * RATIO
GAMDOT = AMP * OMEGA * DCOS(OMEGA*T) * RATIO
DLTGAM = DABS(GAMMA) - GAMMA0
IF(DLTGAM.LT.0.0) THEN
BETA=(1./3.)*(E*ALFA)*(GAMMA-E(1)/G +
  > RAD3*FT*ERF(A*GAMMA/RAD3)*UNIT(-GAMMA*GAMDOT)
IF(NN.EQ.1.0) THEN
ZDOT(1) = *G*(GAMDOT - DABS(GAMDOT)*(E(1)-BETA)/YS)
ELSE
ZDOT(1) = G*(GAMDOT - DABS(GAMDOT)*
  > (DABS(Z(1)-BETA)/YS)**(NN-1)*
  > (E(1)-BETA)/YS)
ENDIF
ELSE
ZDOT(1) = G*GAMDOT
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
C------->TORRANGE.FOR

EXAMPLE OF AN INPUT FILE:

SMA Hysteretic Shear Model with Elasticity Outside g0
494 psi
10.56x106 psi
3
.818
2 in
.5 in
28.5EF6 0.35
855.
0.818
3
2.
.5
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EXAMPLE OF A BATCH FILE TO RUN TORRANGE ON THE CODE 281 MICROVAX:

set def [.hysteresis]
r torrange
torrange.inp
torrange.dat
torrange.txt
torrenrg.dat
1.56e-4
1.56e-4
8000. 4.0e-5
8000
4.0e-5
40
1.0 .05e-4 2.57e-4
2.57e-4
2 100
20
APPENDIX H

GENERAL SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS USED IN THE FORTRAN PROGRAMS IN APPENDICES B-G:

c----------
c title: strlen.for
c
c author: shw
c
c Turbulence Research Laboratory
c SUNY @ Buffalo
c
c trlscott@ubvms
c
c function:
c find the first and last character in a string
c
c inputs:
c string - character string
C

c outputs:
c ib - first non-blank character
c ie - last non-blank character
C

c subroutines required:
c

c modifications:
c

subroutine strlen(string, ib, ie)
character string(*)

j = len(string)
do 10 i=j,1,-1
   if(string(i:i) .ne. ' ') goto 20
10 continue
ib = 1
ie = 1
return
ie = i
do 30 i=1,j
   if(string(i:i) .ne. ' ') goto 40
30 continue
ib = i
return
end

SUBROUTINE MAXIM(F,NPOINT,FMIN,FMAX)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION F(1001)
FMAX = 0.
FMIN = 0.
do 10 I=1,NPOINT-1
   IF(F(I+1).GT.FMAX)THEN
      FMAX = F(I+1)
   ENDIF
   IF(F(I+1).LT.FMIN)THEN
      FMIN = F(I+1)
   ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

REAL*8 FUNCTION UNIT(X)
REAL*8 X
IF(X.LT.0.0)THEN
   UNIT=0.0
ELSE
   UNIT=1.0
ENDIF
RETURN
END
REAL*8 FUNCTION ERF(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER K
PI = DACOS(-1.0D00)
C
IF(X.GT.3.0D00)THEN
  ERF = 1.0D00
  GO TO 500
ELSEIF(X.LT.-3.0D00)THEN
  ERF = -1.0D00
  GO TO 500
ELSE
  TOL = .0001
  K = 0
  KMAX = 35
  SERIES = 1.
  TMULT = 2.*X/(PI**.5)
  100 K = K + 2
  IF(X.GT.KMAX)THEN
    PRINT *, ' K = ', KMAX, 'ERF','X','= ', ERF
    GO TO 500
  ENDIF
  PRIOR = SERIES
  ODDTRM = (-1)**(DABS(X)**(2.**(K-1)))/
            (FACT(K-1)**(2.**(K-1)))
  EVENTRM = (DABS(X)**(2.*K))/(FACT(K)**(1+2*K))
  SERIES = SERIES + ODDTRM + EVENTRM
  ERP1 = TMULT * PRIOR
  ERP2 = TMULT * SERIES
  DELTA = ERP2 - ERP1
  ADELTA = ABS(DELTA)
  IF(ADELTA.LE.TOL)THEN
    ERF = ERP2
    GO TO 500
  ELSE
    GO TO 100
  ENDIF
ENDIF
500 RETURN
END

REAL*8 FUNCTION FACT(K)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER I,K
IF(K.EQ.0.OR.K.EQ.1)THEN
  FACT = 1.0
  GO TO 20
ELSE
  FACT = 1.0
  DO 10,I=2,K
    FACT = FACT*I
  10 CONTINUE
ENDIF
20 RETURN
END

REAL*8 FUNCTION SGN(V)
REAL*8 V
IF(V.LT.0.0)THEN
  SGN=-1.0
ELSE IF(V.EQ.0.0)THEN
  SGN=0.0
ELSE
  SGN=1.0
ENDIF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INTFUN(X,TIME,T,ZI)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
C
X - STATE VECTOR
C
TIME - RUNNING TIME
C
T - TIME INTERVAL
C
N - DIMENSION OF THE STATE VECTOR
DIMENSION X(20),D(20,A(20,5),XB(20)
DATA XUSE/1/

C INITIALIZE
KINC= 0
SHIN= 0
EMAX= 1.E-05
EPIN= 1.2-07
TIN= TIME
TOUT= TIME

C TIN - BEGINNING OF INTERVAL
C TOUT - END OF THE INTERVAL
IF(KUSE.NE. 0)H=T
IF(KUSE .EQ. 0)H=ESAVE
KUSE= 0

C INTEGRATION ALGORITHM BETWEEN 22 AND 19

DO 101 I=1,N
   XB(I)= X(I)
101 R=1

15 CALL DERIV(X,TIME,D)
GO TO (100,200,300,400,500),K

100 DO 11 I=1,N
   A(I,1)= D(I)*H/3.
   X(I)= XB(I)+A(I,1)
   TIME= TIN + H/3.00
   X= K+1
   GO TO 15

200 DO 12 I=1,N
   A(I,1)= D(I)*H/3.00
   X(I)= XB(I)+0.50*( A(I,1)+A(I,2) )
   K=K+1
   GO TO 15

300 DO 17 I=1,N
   A(I,1)= D(I)*H/3.00
   X(I)= XB(I)+(3.0*A(I,1)+9.0*A(I,3))/8.00
   TIME= TIN + 0.50*H
   X= K+1
   GO TO 15

400 DO 18 I=1,N
   A(I,1)= D(I)*H/3.00
   X(I)= XB(I)+(3.0*A(I,1)+9.0*A(I,3)+12.0*A(I,4))/2.0
   TIME= TIN + H
   K=K+1
   GO TO 15

500 DO 19 I=1,N
   A(I,1)= D(I)*H/3.00
   X(I)= XB(I)+0.50*( A(I,1)+A(I,2)+A(I,5) )

C COMPUTE THE TRUNCATION ERROR
C INTEGRATION ALGORITHM BETWEEN 22 AND 19

ERROR= 0.00

DO 21 I=1,N
   TE=A(I,1)-(9.0*A(I,3)-8.0*A(I,4)+A(I,5))/2.00
   ERROR= DMAX1(ERROR,DAABS(TE))
21 IF( ERROR .GE. EMAX )GO TO 33

DO 32 I=1,N
   XB(I)= X(I)
   TIME= TIME
   IF(TIME .EQ. TOUT)GO TO 39
TREM= TOUT - TIME
IF(TREM .GT. H) GO TO 31
HSAVE= H
RH= 1
H= TREM
GO TO 22
31 IF(TREM .LT. (2.00*H)) GO TO 22
IF(ERROR .GT. EMIN) GO TO 22
KINC= KINC+1
IF(KINC .LT. 3) GO TO 22
H= 2.00*H
KINC= 0
GO TO 22
33 H= H/2.00
IF(H .LT. SMIN) GO TO 35
TIME= TIN
DO 34 I=1,N
   X(I)= XB(I)
GO TO 22
34 WRITE(*,*) 'H IS LT SMIN. TERMINATED.'
GO TO 40
35 IF(KH .EQ. 1) RETURN
HSAVE= H
RETURN
40 STOP
END
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A constitutive relationship was used to model the cyclic material response of damping test samples in separate bending and torsion configurations. This was done in order to better understand variations in reported values of damping for materials possessing strain dependent characteristics. The constitutive equations are based on a model of shape memory alloy stress-strain behavior and have been adapted especially for the study of nonlinear hysteresis and the problem of strain dependent damping. Experimental measurements and analytical material response analyses of separate bending and torsion test samples indicated that when the damping of a single nonlinear material is plotted against the one-dimensional local strain of the sample, results are produced which are difficult to compare. However, when the same results are plotted against an invariant measure of three-dimensional distortion the means by which one may compare the data is more straightforward. Also, the approach allows for a quantitative comparison of the damping at a material point to the overall damping. The method can be applied to any homogeneous isotropic nonlinear damping material.